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SUMMARY
The aims of this study were to investigate the medium-term effects of sediment run-off caused
by the construction of a coastal road through rainforesled catchments in late 1984 on the coral
communities of the Cape Tribulation fringing reefs. In the absence of any pre-construction
baseline we relied on surveys of two similar control locations, north and south of the potential
impact location adjacent to the new road catchment, to determine the significance of any
changes that occurred. The southern control was adjacent to the long-established portion of the
road south of Cape Tribulation and the northern control adjacent to a small undisturbed
catchment A preliminary three-year study had suggested that the road construction had no
effect of the fringing reefs of this region (Ayling and Ayling 1991). It was also hoped that this
longer-term study would shed some light on the nature of on-going changes in the benthic
communities of fringing reefs in the Great Barrier Reef region.
During the preliminary study we had decided to confine the surveys to the explanate
Montiporalclumping Acropora assemblage Ihal was dominant between 2-4 metres below
Australian Height Datum (AHD). In shallower water Sargassum algae dominated, while in
deeper water a suite of more massive corals such as Galaxea and Hydnophora was present, but
this deeper depth strata was not represented at many of the sites and was not included in the
regular surveys.
Four sites were established in each of the three locations, and five permanent 20 metre intersect
line transects set up to survey coral communities at each site in 1985. These transects were
resurveyed between October and December each year from 1985 to 1988 (Ayling and Ayling
1991), and from 1994 to 1997 (this report).
During the previous survey coral cover at all three locations decreased from an initial high of
around 50% cover, due to a small cyclonic episode in April 1986, and a widespread coral-
bleaching episode in February 1987. Both Ihese disturbances caused consistent reductions
across all three locations. No disturbances occurred in 1988 and coral cover increased by 33%
back to the initial levels in all locations.
Surveys were also made using five random 20 metre line intersect transects at five sites where
silt run-off from the road was observed 10 enter the reef community. These sites were all on
narrow rocky reefs that supported a less-abundant coral communily thai was not dominated by
MontiporaiAcropora corals. Changes at these sites were generally similar to those recorded in
the permanent transect siles.
Although there was at least one major dislurbance in the six years between the 1988 survey and
the first new survey in 1994 (cyclone Joy in 1990), coral cover eilher remained stable or
increased over this period. There were other disturbances during the three years of this new
sludy, including a major flood episode in March 1996, but coral cover either remained stable
(location I and 3) or increased (location 2). Coral cover at the direct run-off sites also either
remained siable or increased during this period. Coral cover in the potential impact location 2
has increased by 45% since 1985, a larger increase than in either conrroL This suggesls that
Ihere has been no longeHenn degradation of fringing reefs in this location that may have
resulted from sill run-off from the new road.
This sludy suggesls that Ihese fringing reefs are healthy, supporting a rich growth of a-wide
variety of coral species, and able to cope with acule disturbances such as cyclones, floods and
coral~bleachingepisodes with only shofHerm disruption.
Although there have been no consistent increases in Sargassum cover during the 12 years
covered by Ihese projects, there was a suggestion that turf algae had increased in the pennanent
transeClS over the past three years.
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We suggest that permanent monitoring sites be established and maintained on a variety of
fringing reefs to look at long-term changes in coral communities that may be due to man-
induced changes to the coastal environment in an attempt to test the widely held perception that
many fringing reefs are either degraded or suffering chronic siltation stress.
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INTRODUCTION
The Cape Tribulation region in the North Queensland Wet Tropics (approximately 16°5) is
characterised by steep. rainforest-covered hills falling directly to the sea from over 1000
metres. Rainfall is high. averaging almost 4000 millimelres per year, with annual totals of
more than 6000 millimetres not unusuaL Most rainfall occurs between January and April and
during this period 24-hour falls sometimes exceed 500 millimetres. This region supports an
extensive system of coastal fringing reefs fronting over 60% of the coastline between the
Daintree and Bloomfield Rivers.
Between April and October south·east trade winds blow onshore, resuspending the shallow
shelf sediments and holding a wide band of turbid water against the coast. Water visibility in
these prevailing conditions ranges from less than 50 centimetres to about two metres. During
the remainder of the year extended calm periods may occur and during these calm spells water
visibility usually ranges between two and six metres.
There was considerable controversy during 1984 over the decision to construct a coast road
through rainforest from Cape Tribulation to the Bloomfield River in this region (Craik and
Dutton 1987). This unsealed road was completed in late 1984 and subsequent observations
during the 1985 wet season showed thal there was heavy local run·off of silt into coastal waters
from the road (Bonham 1985). There was concern that this silt run-off could cause pennanent
damage to the fringing reef communities in the area. As a resuh the Great Barrier Reef Marine
Park Authority initiated a multidisciplinary study in the area during 1985 to look at the effects
of silt run-off on the fringing reefs of the region. This study included sections on reef structure
and development (Partain and Hopley 1989), the sedimentary framework of the reefs (Johnson
and Carter 1987), sedimentation rates (Hopley et al. 1990). hydrology (Parnell 1989) and coral
settlement and recruitment (Fisk and Harriott 1989). As part of this study we conducted a
monitoring program on the Cape Tribulation fringing reefs between 1985 and 1988 to look at
the potential effect of silt run·off from road construction on coral populations (Ayling and
Ayling 1991).
In view of the absence of any pre-impact data from the area. the main problem we faced was
how to resolve the question of whether any damage detected was actually the result of silt run-
off from the newly constructed road. As the road was constructed in late 1984 there had been a
full wet season of run-off before this study started. It was decided that the Cape Tribulation
coast could be divided into three locations. two of which could be used as controls for the third
in relation to this problem (figure I).
Location I. Coastline from Noah Creek north past Cape Tribulation, adjacent to the long·
established section of the road that runs from the Daintree River to two kilometres north of
Cape Tribulation (control I).
Location 2. Coastline from two kilometres north of Cape Tribulation to Cowie Point where the
newly constructed road runs adjacent to the coast and where silt laden run-off from the road
was observed during the 1985 wet season (impact site).
Location 3. Coastline from Cowie Point to just south of the Bloomfield River where the new
road is diverted inland and direct run-off is unaffected by any road construction (control 2).
There are potential problems with this approach. It could be argued that silt run-off into the
impact site may also be affecting the immediately adjacent control areas. Such potential impact
on the so-called controls is made less likely by the blocking action of Cowie Point between
locations 2 and 3. and of Emmagen Point and Cape Tribulation between locations I and 2, but
is still a possibility given the relatively small distances between major silt run-off points in the
impact location and the nearest control sites (figure 1). This could be solved by the choice of
more remote control sites, but it was decided that fringing reefs from further afield would not
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be strictly comparable with the Cape Tribulation impact site. To the south the nearest reefs are
between Yule Point and the Daintree River mouth some 30-50 kilometres from the impact site.
These reefs are somewhat similar to the Cape Tribulation impact sites (Ayling and Ayling
1995a) but are likely to suffer confounding impact from the extensive coastal development in
the area, and from the adjacent large river catchments of the Daintree, Mossman and Mowbray
Rivers. To the north the nearest appropriate potential control reefs are off the Cedar Bay coast.
These reefs are wider, deeper and more extensive than those of the Cape Tribulation region and
were considered not comparable with the impact location sites (Ayling and Ayling 1995a).
Regular surveys of these remote nonhern reefs would also have posed logistic and cost
problems. After discussions with the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority it was decided
to use the adjacent controls and that the risk of potential control impact was not serious.
Fringing reefs in the Cape Tribulation area occur in two main situations: along steep rocky
shores and on coastal sediment bodies such as river mouth bars and beach shoals (Johnson and
Carter 1987). The reefs developed on sediment banks are wider and more extensive than those
on rocky shores in the region, and generally extended to the sand at a depth of 4-6 metres
below AHD. The reef flat on all these fringing reefs is approximately 0.8 metres higher than
modem coral growth. This raised flat was formed during the late post-glacial period around
6000 years BP when sea levels were about one metre higher than they are at present (Johnson
and Carter 1987). Preliminary surveys on these fringing reefs suggested that they were rich and
diverse. Veron (1987) reported 141 species in 50 genera, and this study recorded three species
not previously reported from the Great Barrier Reef. We found that many of the reefs
supported hard coral cover approaching 50% (Ayling and Ayling 1985).
We found a marked depth stratification in the benthic communities on these fringing reefs
(Ayling and Ayling 1991). There was a narrow band of dense Sargassum spp. in an
approximately melre deep band immediately below low tide level. Below this the cover of
Sargassum decreased rapidly. while the cover of hard corals increased. From 2-4 metres depth
was a stratum dominated by Acropora spp. and MOnfipora spp. In deeper water these two
groups decreased rapidly in abundance while a number of massive and large explanate coral
species became more common. These deep-water corals included the following species and
genera: Pachyseris speciosa, Podabacia crustacea, Goniopora, Alveopora, Plarygyra,
Hydnophora exesa, Galaxea, Merulina ampliata. Lobophyllia, Symphyllia, Echinopora,
Echinophyllia. OxypOTa, Mycedium elephantotus, Pec/inia lacfuca and a number of faviid
specIes.
The rocky shore reefs were generally shallow, and only included the Sargassum band and
sometimes a narrow section ofcoral-dominated reef community. The wider, sediment bank
reefs all had a well-developed AcroporafMomipora band but only a few of them extended deep
enough to have a significant deep-water coral stratum (Ayling and Ayling 1991).
The basic monitoring design we used to detect change that may have been caused by sediment
run-off was based on sites of five permanently marked 20 metre line intersect transects set up
in the Acropora/Monfipora community. We established four sites in each of the three locations
described above, and surveyed them annually between 1985 and 1988. Mean coral cover in
1985 was almost 50%. and there were no differences between the three locations and no
evidence of hard coral death that may have been caused by silt run-off during the previous wet
season. Coral cover decreased in all locations during a small cyclonic episode in early 1986
and decreased again in 1987 due to a moderate bleaching event. Over the next 12 months, in
the absence of disturbance, coral cover increased in all locations back to the level recorded in
1985.
During a flight over the Cape Tribulation area in the 1985 wet season observations were made
of the points where most sediment run-off from the road actually enlered the marine system,
either through creeks or down gullies. These points are marked on the map in figure 1. None of
these five run-off points impinged on the major fringing reef areas but rather occurred along
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the rocky shore sections of the coast where the reefs were narrow and fell abruptly to the inner
shelf sediments at a depth of only a few metres. The depth stratum that was surveyed at the
other 12 sites was not present at these shallow sites. To see if silt impinging directly on the
reefs had any affect on benthic communities we surveyed five haphazard 20 metre line
transects in the deepest part of each of these sites (sites 13-17) al the same times that the
permanent transect surveys were carried out. Coral cover at these run-off sites averaged around
25% (range <5-40%), and changed in a similar pattern to the permanent sites during the 1985-
1988 projec, (Ayl;ng and Ayl;ng 1991).
Although the sedimentation study suggested that sedimentation rates were much higher on the
fringing reefs in the new road impact location (Hopley et al. 1990), there was no evidence from
our study that Ihis had affected the benthic communities on these reefs compared to the control
reefs.
There was some concern that any effect of increased sedimentation rates may not have been
evident over the relatively short period of our study (Hopley et al. 1990), and the Great Barrier
Reef Marine Park Authority decided to continue the Cape Tribulation benthic community
surveys with a three·year project starting in 1994. The decision to continue this project was
also inOuenced by concern that fringing reefs were under stress due to deteriorating inshore
water quality and likely to suffer degradation.
The main question we sought 10 answer with this project eXlension was whether there was any
medium-term degrndation of the Cape Tribulation fringing reefs that may have been due either
to continuing silt run-off from the road, or to ongoing chronic changes in near-shore water
quality.
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Figure 1. Map of the Cape Tribulation region showing the study locations and sites and the
major points of sediment run--off
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METHODS
Benthic Transects
At the start of the original project, five haphazardly positioned, permanenl 20 metre line
transects had been marked at each of the major sites (sites 1-12, figure I), with reinforcing rod
stakes every five metres. The transects were set up in a straight line so that missing slakes
could be accurately replaced by measuring from remaining slakes. To survey coral cover a
fiberglass tape was stretched tightly between the stakes and the intersection of this tape with
each coral colony beneath it was recorded in centimetres (Ayling and Ayling 1991). Such
intersect transects have been widely used to estimate the cover of benthic organisms (Loya
1976; Mapstone er al. 1989). AI the time of the first re·survey for Ihis extended project it was
necessary to locate and re·establish lhe permanent lransecls using new marker stakes as the old
markers had been in position for nine years and had suffered some deterioration. Underwater
visibility during the first new survey in late 1994 was very good (between 5-10 metres) and the
12 sites of pennanent 20 metre transects set up in 1985 were all relocated successfully. Of the
25 stakes marking the five transects at each site, between 10 and 22 were relocated enabling
the re-marking of the transects to be as close as possible to the originallransects. The survey
lechniques used 10 survey benthic organisms along the transects were the same as those used
during Ihe previous project.
The following organisms or groups of organisms were recorded along each transect:
• all hard corals to species level where possible or to genus or generic slructural grouping
otherwise (e.g. Ihe genus Acropora was sub-divided inlo corymbose plate. slaghom.
boulebrush and tabulate growth forms);
• all soft corals to genus where possible;
• all sponges grouped together;
• all Sargassum species grouped together; and
• other macroalgae and turfing algae grouped together.
During 1985 the line transect surveys were carried out by A.M. Ayling and A.L. Ayling, but
during all subsequent surveys all line transect surveys were made by A.M. Ayling. During each
survey we noted the causes of any recenl coral death if possible. Fungal disease and Drupel/a
grazing were the mosl obvious causes but such incidences were not widespread - no crown-
of-thorns starfish were seen on these reefs at any lime.
Random transect surveys at the five run-off sites were also carried oul for the first three years
of this extended project. These sites were dropped from the 1997 survey because they were
showing little change and were thought to provide very low power to detect change (Ayling
.nd Ayling 1997., b).
The permanent transects were relocated and first resurveyed in OClober 1994. The surveys
were repeated in November 1995. November 1996 and December 1997.
Analysis
A repealed measures analysis of variance on the raw percentage cover data was used to look at
changes over the four new surveys covered by this project, with a separate analysis carried out
to check on changes that had occurred over all eight surveys made since 1985 (table I). Kaly et
al. (1994) looked at the differenl analytical techniques suilable for repealed surveys of
permanent line transecl data on fringing reefs and concluded that repeated measures analysis of
raw data was the most powerful and appropriate method. For detennining whether siltation
impact had reduced cover at the impact location relative to Ihe two controls. the term of most
inlerest was Ihe location by lime interaction. However. given that we were also inlerested in
documenting any overall trends that may have been due to more general degradation of the
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reefs. the time term was also of interest. Sphericity tests for homogeneity of the variances were
done for these repeated measures analyses and Greenhouse-Geisser corrections to the degrees
of freedom carried out when the data were non-homogeneous. This correction results in more
conservative tests of effects involving time. The haphazard transects at the five run-off sites
were analysed using a two factor analysis of variance (table I). In this analysis the term 'site'
was deemed to be fixed, rather than random as is usually the case, because we were interested
in changes at those specific run-off sites and all the major ron-off sites were included. Time
was random, as each annual survey could have been made at any time during the four-month
summer period. In this analysis, time was the factor of most interest as we were ex.pecting a
general decline in coral cover if sediment run-off was causing coral death.
Table 1. Analysis of variance models used for data analysis
A. Repeated measures analysis of permanent transects
df 1 applies to analysis of the fOUf new surveys between 1994 and 1997
df 2 applies to analysis of all surveys between 1985 and 1997
Source of variation df I df2 Denominator
Between transects:
Location 2 2 Site (location)
Site (location) 9 9 error (t)
Error (transects) 48 48
Within transects:
Time 3 7 error (t )( t)
TxL 6 14 Site x time (location)
T x S(L) 27 63 error (t x t)
error (transects x time) 144 336
B. Haphazard transects at run-off sites
Factor
A
B
Source of variation
Site
Time
A*B
Fixed/Random
F
R
8
df
4
3
12
Denominator
A*B
Residual
Residual
RESULTS
Permanent Transects
There had been no significant differences in total coral cover among the three locations during
any of the 1985-1988 surveys. However, at the time of the first new survey in 1994 there were
significant differences among the locations (figure 2, separate analysis of 1994 data), although
these differences were over-ridden by the significant site effect in the repeated measures
analyses. Total coral cover had not changed in location I, adjacent to the old road, but had
increased significantly in both the other locations. This was primarily due to increases in the
cover of Acropora spp. in location 3, and Montipora spp. in both locations 2 and 3. There were
no changes in coral cover over the three surveys between 1994 and 1996. but a significant
increase (mean of 6.5%) between 1996 and 1997 (figure 2, table 2). This was due mainly to a
32% increase in Acropora spp. cover in location 2 (figure 2), and gave a significant time effect
for both total coral cover and Acropora spp. (table 2) and a significant time x location
interaction for total hard coral. The other major groups of hard corals showed little change over
the course of these studies (figure 2). There had been an increase in the cover of faviids in
location 3 between 1988 and 1994 caused by an increase in the cover of explanate Echinopora
species. This lead to a significant time effect and a significant time x location interaction in the
eight-year analyses (table 3). Following this there was a slight but significant fall in faviid
cover over the lime of the new project (table 2). Significant location differences in the cover of
pociIloporids (location I high, figure 2) were maintained through all surveys.
Table 2. Repeated measures analysis of variance of permanent transect data: 1994-1997
NS = not significant; * O.05>p>O.OI; H. = O.01>p>O.OOl; *** = p<O.OOI
Family/Group Location Site (L) Time L*T S*T
Total coral NS *** *•• * ..
Pocilloporidae NS ... NS NS NS
Acropora spp. NS ... ... NS NS
MOlltipora spp. NS ... NS NS NS
Poritidae NS ... NS NS NS
Faviidae • NS • NS ..
Turbinaria spp. NS ... NS NS NS
Deep water corals NS ... NS NS NS
Soft corals NS ... NS NS NS
Sargassum spp. NS NS .. NS NS
Algal rurf NS ... ... ... ...
Table 3. Repeated measures analysis of variance of permanent transect data: 1985-1997
NS =not significant; >10 O.05>p>O.O I; ** =O.OI>p>O.OOI; *** = p<O.OOI
Family/Group Location Site (L) Time L*T S*T
Total Coral NS ... ... ... ...
Pocilloporidae • .. ... NS NS
Acropora spp. NS ... ... .. NS
Montipora spp. NS ..* ... NS ..
Poritidae NS ... NS NS NS
Faviidae NS NS • .. NS
Turbinaria spp. NS ... NS NS NS
Deep Water Corals NS ... .. *.. NS
Soft Corals NS "* NS NS NS
Sargassum spp. NS NS • .. NS
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Cover of the large brown algae Sargassum spp. was relatively low in the depth stratum where
the permanent transects were located (1-3% cover), and appeared to be somewhat variable
from year to year (figure 2). Although there were no significant location or site differences
(table 2, 3), overall cover was significantly higher in 1987, 1988 and 1997 compared with the
other five surveys. There was no evidence that the cover of Sargas.wm had increased
consistently over the time of these two projects. We recorded the cover of algal turf during this
new project and although there were no location differences there was a significant increase in
cover over the three years covered by these surveys (table 2). Grand mean cover apparently
increased from 7.5% to over 18% during this time, although most of this increase was evident
in location l, giving a significant time x location interaction (figure 3).
Species composition of the benthic communities on these fringing reefs had been similar at
most sites during the previous project (table 5, figure 4) with explanate and whorl forming
Montipora spp. dominating with a grand mean cover of almost 25%. A number of species of
corymbose plate and staghom Acropora spp. were also important with a grand mean cover of
12.5%. These two groups between them accounted for 75-85% of all hard coral cover at mOSl
sites (figure 4). Olher groups each accounted for less than 2% cover with the exception of the
deep~water corals, a grouping of over 20 species lhat covered a mean of 7.4%. These
community patterns were very similar in 1997, except that the cover of Monripora spp. (30%)
and Acropora spp. (19%) had increased in all location 2 and 3 sites, as had the cover of deep-
water corals (figure 4, table 5).
The only exception to this general pattern of species composition was site 5 in location 2 just
north of the Emmagen Creek mouth. This site had lower lotal coral cover than at any of the
01 her permanent sites (table 5). At this site Momipora and Acropora spp. each accounted for
less than 2% cover while Turbinaria spp. were dominant with a combined cover of over II %
(figure 5). The deep-water corals were also important (> 11 %), as were soft corals with a cover
twice that of any other site (30%). This site was particularly silty and it is possible that the
different composition of Ihe coral community reflects the proximity of Emmagen Creek.
Within the locations, site I was anomalous at location I in thallhe cover of hard coral
decreased significantly over the 12 years covered by these two l'tudies (table 5). Site 5 was
very different in community composition from all other sites as has already been mentioned,
but also had much lower overall coral cover than the other three sites in location 2 (table 5). As
a result of these few anomalous sites there were significant site differences in most species
groups (table 2, 3). Coral cover increases at some of the sites over the 12 years covered by
these two projects have been quite spectacular, with site 8 in particular recording a 95%
increase in hard coral cover.
Soft corals were not abundant at most sites with mean cover ranging from 5-10%. The
dominant species was an encrusting soft coral at all sites except site 5 when the tufty low
Efflarenaria sp. covered over 25% of the substratum; a far higher soft coral cover than at any
of the other sites. These patterns remained consistent over the course of the study (table 5).
The run-off sites, surveyed using random transects in a patchy environment, show more
variation in benthic community structure than the permanent transects (figure 6). There were
consistent significant differences in hard coral cover among the sites (table 4), with very low
coral cover at site 13, high coral cover at site 17 (over 60% in 1996), and similar, intermediate
levels at the other three sites. There were also significant, but inverse, differences in Sargassum
cover among these sites. Two sites were Sargassum dominated, two had moderate Sargassum
cover, while the high coral cover site had very low Sargassllm cover. Turf algae covered a
significantly greater area at sites 13-15 than in the other two sites (figure 7).
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Table 4. Analysis of variance results for run-off sites transect data. NS = not significant;
'" O.05>p>O.Ol; *'" =O.01>p>O.OOI; **'" =p<O.OOI
Family/Group Site Time SxT
Total Coral *** * **
Pocilloporidae * NS NS
Acropora spp. *** NS NS
Montipora spp. *** NS *
Poritidae *** ** NS
Faviidae *** NS NS
Turbinaria spp. *** *** ***
Deep Water Corals ** ** ***
Soft Corals • * NS
Sargassum spp. *** *** ***
Turf algae ** ** NS
Table 5. Species composition of the coral community at each site at the beginning and end of
these projects. Coral cover shown as mean percentage cover from five 20 metre permanent
transects. Standard deviations and standard errors are shown in appendix 2.
Sample date 1985 1997 1985 1997 1985 1997 1985 1997 1985 1997
LOCATION 1 Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Grand Mean
Total Hard Coral 40.4 29.6 53.4 60.\ 62.6 63.2 56.0 59.4 53.1 53.1
Pocilloporidae 2.8 2.7 1.2 1.6 3.2 4.8 4.2 1.9 2.9 2.8
Acropora spp. 3.8 3.8 21.1 24.9 13.2 10.5 25.4 30.7 15.9 17.5
Montipora spp. 25.4 19.2 19.3 23.9 37.4 38.4 24.0 24.9 26.5 26.6
Poritidae 0.8 0.2 2.3 2.2 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.2 0.8 0.9
Faviidae 4.6 1.7 0.9 1.9 2.1 2.8 0.5 0.2 2.0 1.6
TurbitUlria spp. 0.1 0.1 0.4 0.8 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.3
Deep Water Corals 2.0 0.9 6.7 5.5 7.7 8.6 1.6 1.4 4.5 4.1
Total Soft Corals 14.9 10.6 6.1 5.5 4.4 2.5 1.9 3.9 6.8 5.6
Total Sponges 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.1 0.1
LOCATION 2 Site 5 Site 6 Site 7 Site 8 Grand Mean
Total Hard Coral 33.2 40.2 53.2 67.7 58.6 82.9 39.4 76.8 46.1 66.9
Pocilloporidae 2.0 1.6 0.4 1.0 1.8 1.2 2.5 1.5 1.7 1.3
Acropora spp. 2.0 5.3 9.5 15.7 19.3 29.8 11.2 24.8 10.5 18.9
Montipora spp. 1.5 4.5 19.2 23.3 30.8 46.1 21.8 45.8 18.3 29.9
Poritidae 1.3 2.8 2.3 1.5 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.6 1.0 1.3
Faviidae 1.9 3. I 3.7 3.1 1.3 0.5 0.2 0.4 1.8 1.8
Turbinaria spp. 11.3 9.1 0.9 4.0 1.1 0.2 0.1 3.9 2.8
Deep Water Corals 11.4 14.2 18.6 24.9 1.8 4.\ 2.7 3.5 8.6 11.7
Total Soft Corals 29.8 24.9 3.5 0.8 3.1 1.9 0.1 2.9 9.1 7.6
Total Sponges 3.7 2.2 1.1 0.3 1.6 0.4 1.6 0.7
LOCATION 3 Site 9 Site 10 Site 11 Site 12 Grand Mean
Total Hard Coral 54.2 64.6 51.9 76.3 47.3 65.7 59.1 77.3 53.1 71.0
Pocilloporidae 2.0 2.14 1.4 0.9 1.8 2.1 1.0 0.9 1.5 1.5
Acropora spp. 14.3 22.2 9.9 19.2 12.7 20.2 7.5 17.8 11.1 19.8
Monripora spp. 27.7 30.2 23.8 31.9 17.1 25.7 45.0 50.0 28.4 34.5
Poritidae 0.6 1.4 2.1 1.1 1.0 0.2 0.3 0.8 0.9
Faviidae 4.3 6.4 1.8 3.8 4.8 3.5 2.0 3.5 3.2 4.3
Turbinaria spp. 0.9 1.3 2.4 0.2 0.4 0.2 0.7 0.7
Deep Water Corals 8.2 9.0 12.7 19.2 10.6 14.0 4.6 8.2 9.0 12.6
Total Soft Corals 11.7 10.3 8.9 2.9 7.5 3.0 11 .6 7.9 9.9 6.0
Total Sponges 0.5 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.2
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There had been a slight but significant increase in total hard coral cover at these run-off sites
over the last few surveys (table 4). This was driven mainly by an increase in the cover of
Turbinaria spp. at site 17. although there had also been an increase in poritid coral cover over
the last few surveys at several of the sites (figure 6). Soft coral cover was very low at these
run-off sites (figure 6). As was the case in the permanent transect sites, the cover of Sargassu.m
spp. appeared to fluctuate. with the years 1987, 1988 and 1996 being higher than average and
1985, 1994 and 1995 being lower than average (figure 6). Tun algae cover also fluctuated
significantly, being higher in 1995 than in 1994 or 1996 (cover of turf algae was only recorded
during these three surveys - figure 7).
Coral community composition at the run-off sites was different from that in the permanent
transect sites. with higher representation of paritids. faviids and Turbinaria spp. and much
lower cover of Acropora spp (figure 8). This composition changed between 1985 and 1996.
mainly due to an increase in Turbinaria spp. cover and a corresponding decrease in Montipora
cover at site 17 (figure 9).
Site 17. on the south side of Cowie Point was directly off the mouth of Melissa Creek and was
completely inundated with sediment-laden water when observed from the air in February 1985.
This site had a rich coral community with similar cover to the 12 main sites, but was unusual
(as was site 5) in that there was a very high cover of Turbinaria spp. (over 35% in 1996) and
massive Porites (6%). As in the case of site 5, it is possible that normal high silt levels at this
site due to the proximity of Melissa Creek are responsible for the unusual species composition
of the coral community.
There were no significant decreases in the cover of any species or species group at any of the
direct run~off sites during the course of these projects (figure 6).
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Figure 2. Benthic community changes at the major sites 1985-1997. Graphs show mean percentage cover on
the vertical axis for all sites in each location. Error bars are standard errors. No surveys were made between
1989 and 1993. Significance of tests for time, location and the TxL interaction are shown.
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Figure 3. Changes in turf algae cover in the major sih::~. Mean percentage cover from the four
sites of five permanent transects at each location is shown for the years 1994-1997.
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Figure 4. Coral community I:omposition: 1985 Jnd 1997. Percentage m~an community
repres("ntalion of the major coral groups is shown from the four Sil~S of IXrmanenl lransects at
each local ion at the start of the project in 1985 and during [he las! survey in 1997.
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Figure S. Comparison of coral community composition between site 5 and all other sites.
Percentage mean community representation of the major coral groups is shown for site 5 along
with the grand mean for all other sites from the 1985 survey. See figure 4 for key.
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Figure 6. Benthic community changes allhe run-off sites 1985-1996. Graphs show mean percentage cover
on the vCl1ical axis for all sites in each location. Error bars are standard errors. No surveys were made
between t989 and 1993. Significance of tests for time. site and the TxS interaction are shown.
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Figure 7. Changes in turf algae cover at the run-off sites. Mean percentage cover from the five
sites of five random transects is shown for the years 1994-1996.
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Figure 8. Comparison of coral community composition between the permanenl transect sites
and the run~off sites. Percentage mean community representation of the major coral groups is
shown for all permanent transect sites and all run-off sites from the 1996 survey.
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Figure 9. Comparison of coral community composition for the run·off sites: 1985 and 1996.
Percentage mean community representation of the major coral groups is shown for all nm·off
sites from the 1985 and the 1996 survey. See figure 8 for key.
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DISCUSSION
In our report on the first four annual surveys of the Cape Tribulation fringing reefs we argued
that there was no evidence that there had been any effect on the coral communities that may
have been due to sih run·offfrom the new road (Ayling and Ayling 1991). The only changes 10
the fringing reef communities during this lime resulted from obvious natural disturbances. A
small cyclone that crossed the coast near Cooklown in April 1986 gave rise to winds between
40-50 knots in this region and caused extensive coral breakage on the study reefs. This resulted
in a 25% overall reduction in coral cover, mainly of the dominant Acropora/Monripora species.
between 1985 and 1986. In early 1987 a coral bleaching episode bleached a mean of around
33% of the corals on these fringing reefs and resulted in some coral death. There was an
average 4% decrease in overall coral cover between 1986 and 1987, probably as a result of this
bleaching event. Both these disturbances affected all locations equally and coral cover
remained similar at all locations. During 1988 there were no disturbances and coral cover
increased markedly at all locations back to the levels of around 50% cover that were recorded
in 1985. This previous study showed that all these fringing reefs exhibited a combination of
high coral cover. high coral diversity, high coral growth rates and good recovery following
disturbance. We suggested that this indicated that the Cape Tribulation reefs were in a healthy
state and not suffering from chronic siltation stress as had been suggested by Hopley el a1.
(1990).
At the time of the first of the new round of surveys in 1994 coral cover in the southern location
I was the same as that recorded in 1988. whereas cover in the other two locations was up by
about 25% on 1988 levels. Although we have no record of changes during the six-year gap
between these surveys, it seems clear that there had been significant disturbances during this
time. Tropical cyclone Joy affected reefs in the Cairns area in December 1990 with strong
south-east winds and coral damage recorded on offshore reefs as far nonh as Cooktown (A.M.
Ayling. unpublished data). This episode would have affected the Cape Tribulation reefs at least
as severely as the 1986 cyclonic episode. Given the level of damage recorded on Low Isles,
Undine and Mackay Reefs. coral damage was probably especially severe at the three sites of
location I south of Cape Tribulation itself. It seems likely that the reefs of location I had been
so badly damaged by this episode that they had only recovered to 1988 coral cover levels by
the time of the 1994 survey four years later. At the time of the 1994 survey there was also
evidence in shallow water at many of the sites that there had been a low level of wave damage
to corals during the previous half year, and some evidence of a bleaching episode over the past
year.
Over the three years covered by this new project coral cover remained stable in location I (but
with a level 13% below the other years in 1996). increased by about 15% at location 2, and
stayed the same in location 3. There were several other disturbances during this time that may
have negated or reduced any increase caused by normal coral growth. At the time of the 1995
survey there was evidence at most sites of recently repaired wave damage to the corals.
probably caused by several strong wind episodes (winds over 30 knots) that occurred during
the June to August period. At the time of the survey in November 1995 the damaged corals had
already repaired themselves and appeared to be in good condition.
In March 1996 this region received nood rains, wilh 24 hour falls of between 500--1()(X)
millimetres and four-rlay totals of around 1500 millimetres. This gave rise to huge fresh water
run-off from local catchments. and the nood plume from the Dainlree River caused extensive
coral death down to about four metres below ABO around the south face of Snapper Island.
immediately to the south of the Cape Tribulation region (Ayling and Ayling t997a, b). There
are a number of moderate sized creeks that may impinge on the Cape Tribulation study area
including Myall Creek. Emmagen Creek, Tachalbadga Creek. Donovan Creek and Melissa
Creek. The Daintree nood plume flowed north from the mouth, and we may assume northward
movement of the much smaller plumes from the Cape Tribulation catchments given the soulh·
east winds that prevailed at the time. If that was the case the sites al most risk would be sites 1-
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3, site 5 and site 6. Any plume from Melissa Creek would probably be deflected off the coast
by Cowie Point and hence away from sites 9 and 10. At the time of the 1996 survey, nine
months after this event, we noted many dead coral colonies at sites 1-3 and site 5. These corals
had been dead for some time and may have resulted from freshwater inundation during the
March flood event. Coral cover decreased by between 5% and 32% at these four sites between
1995 and 1996 (mean 16%) and this was responsible for the reduced coral cover recorded in
location I in 1996. There was also evidence of recent wave damage at most sites in J996,
probably from a strong south-east wind episode in October.
This recent study confirmed the findings from the previous study, suggesting that these reefs
are able to maintain rich coral communities despite being subject to regular disturbance from a
variety of sources. At the time of the last survey in December 1997 overall coral cover was
almost 64% in the major study sites, 30% higher than the mean recorded in 1985 at the start of
this project. Over the intervening 12 years these reefs have been subject to at least two close
cyclone approaches, a moderate bleaching event, a severe flood event, and a number of strong
south-east wind episodes.
As mentioned in the methods section there were some other sources of coral death observed in
these communities. During the 1985-1988 project we regularly found small dead patches on
explanate Montipora colonies that were apparently caused by a fungal or bacterial infection.
but this was not a significant source of coral death and was rarely observed during the present
series of surveys. Drupella grazing was another minor source of coral death, but the grazed
patches were always small and involved only one to three Drupella individuals. The voracious
coral predator Acanthaster plane; has never been observed on these reefs. These sources of
coral mortality are insignificant compared to the physical disturbances discussed previously.
As has been pointed, out these surveys have been confined to the shallow MOfltiporalAcropora
coral stratum that was present at all the major sites. At the time of the 1994 and 1997 surveys
clear water conditions let us check on the condition of corals in the deep-water coral stratum
from 4-6 metres below AHD that was only present at about five of the sites. This deeper
stratum is dominated by more massive corals of a number of genera, including Ga/axea,
Podabacia, Hydnophora, Favia, Plarygyra and Pectinia. Corals in this depth strata also looked
healthy in the four sites where they were checked (sites 2, 6, 8. 12).
Although most of the run-off sites are not positioned in {he corar-dominated depth strata they
also either maintained or increased coral cover over the course of this project. Grand mean
coral cover from the five sites was 27% in 1985 and 31% in 1996, a 15% overall increase. At
site 17, the one site that was located in the coral-dominated community, coral cover increased
from 48% to 67%. a 40% increase. As these were the sites where most sediment from the new
road entered the near-shore reef community, it might be expected that any long-term
detrimental effect caused by silt run-off would be first felt here.
The composition of the cora! communities at the nm~off sites was different from that at most of
the permanent transect sites. Poritids, faviids and Turbinaria spp. were more strongly
represented at the run-off sites than in the permanent sites (with the exception of the aberrant
site 5). Although the run-off sites were in shallower water than the permanent sites this was not
a depth-related difference. These three coral groups only made up 13% of total hard coral
cover in the similar 0-2 metre depth stratum at the permanent transect sites (Ayling and Ayling
1991). compared to 54% in the combined run-off sites in 1996. The coral community
composition at site 5 was similar to that in the run-off sites, with a larger contribution to coral
cover by these three groups (almost 50%) compared to the other permanent sites. We have
previously suggested that this was due to the presence of fine silt at site 5 resulting from the
proximity of the Emmagen Creek mouth. The same feature was a characteristic of site 17, at
the mouth of Melissa Creek - the major contributor to the coral cover of the run-off sites.
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There has been some concern that increased nutrient levels in the near-shore water mass may
be leading to an increase in the cover of algae and a corresponding reduction in coral cover.
Although the cover of Sargassum has nuctuated significantly over the 12 years of this study,
both in the pennanent transect sites and in the run-off sites, there has been no trend toward
increasing cover. The cover of turfing algae has only been recorded since the 1994 survey.
There has been a significant increase in the cover of algal turf in the permanent transect sites
since that time, primarily in location I. It is possible that this relates to the timing of the
surveys. Algal turf nourishes during summer and decreases during winter. The 1994 survey,
when cover was lowest, was made in early October. the 1995 and 1996 surveys in November
and the 1997 survey in December. It is possible that the [Urf cover had not increased to its full
extent at the time of the October survey. Turf usually covers most available space, including
some living coral, by mid-summer. It is too early to say whether this increase represents a real,
nutrient·driven change or is just a function of the timing of the surveys as suggested.
Hopley et al. (1990) found that siltation rates in the new road location during the previous
study were six times higher than in the northern control location 3, and over three times higher
than in the old road location I. They found that the mud component was similar at all sites in
all three locations but the sand component was significantly higher in the new road location.
Correlation of siltation rates with weather factors suggested that sand siltation rates were
related to maximum wind speed; extensive resuspension of sand only occurred at wind speeds
over 20 knots. They considered that silt run-off from the new road had increased the amount of
sand lying on the reefs of the new road location and it was resuspension of this that resulted in
the six-times difference in siltation rates. Siltation rates were high in all locations (mean of 110
mg sediment per square centimetre per day) and they suggested that the reefs were suffering
siltation stress and would be unable to recover from any future disturbances. In a related study
Partain and Hopley (1989) reported that these reefs ceased prograding about 5000 years ago
and claimed that this was because sedimentation levels had passed beyond the threshold that
allowed for active reef growth.
At the conclusion of our latest project the new road had been in position for 13 years. We
found no evidence that the apparent increase in sediment available in location 2 had any effect
on the fringing reefs in this area. Coral cover in location 2 had increased by 45% since 1985, a
higher increase than in the other two locations. Coral cover in site 7. in location 2, was 82.9%
in 1997, higher than at any other site and an increase of 95% over 1985 levels. It is hard to
escape the conclusion that these reefs are healthy and vigorous. They have been subjected to a
number of natural impacts over the past 13 years and have continued to show increases in coral
cover.
In conclusion we would reiterate that our studies, now covering a moderate 12-year time
period, indicate that the Cape Tribulation fringing reefs are apparently healthy with a high
cover of a wide variety of corals, high growth rates and the ability to recover rapidly from
major disturbances.
The Cape Tribulation fringing reefs are closely comparable with those of most other coastal
regions of the Great Barrier Reef, with the exception of those in the area of big tides between
Mackay and Port Clinton where maximum tide range is more than five metres (table 6). Coral
cover is usually very high on the reef slope of fringing reefs with the exception of reefs within
the big-tide area mentioned above. Grand mean coral cover from over 100 sites between Cape
Flattery and Keppel Islands was over 62% (excluding the big-tide sites), very similar to that
recorded on the Cape Tribulation reefs.
Cape Tribulation fringing reefs have a similar community composition to those studied in other
regions. Coral cover on fringing reefs in other areas is also usually dominated by acroporids on
the upper slope (60-80% of total coral cover), as it was at Cape Tribulation. In most regions
explanate Montipora spp. are usually more important than Acropora spp., accounting for
between 50--90% of acroporid cover. In deeper water (more than five metres below AHD), or
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in particularly silty sites, faviids and Turbinaria spp. may also be abundant, sometimes
covering up to 20% of the substratum (e.g. Blind Rock in Shoalwater Bay; see Ayling et al.
1998). This is similar to the community composition at the silty Cape'Tribulation sites (sites 5
and 17).
Table 6. Summary of hard coral cover on Great Barrier Reef fringing reefs. Figures show
grand mean percentage cover from groups of 20 metre line transects. I Ayling et al. 1996; 2
This report; l Ayling and Ayling 1995a; " Ayling and Ayling 1998; l Kaly et ai. 1993; 6 Ayling
and Ayling I 995b; 1 Ayling et al. 1998; I Van Woesik 1992. oa :; not available.
Region
Cape F1atteryl
Cape Tribulation2
Cairns Section Nth l
Magnetic Island"
Middle Reef'
Hamilton Island6
Sir James Smith Gp. I
Northumberland Is. I
Shoalwater Sa/
Keppel Islands'
Date
Feb 1996
Dec 1997
Jan 1995
Feb 1998
Aug 1993
Mar 1995
1991
1991
Dec 1995
1991
Latitude
'S
14.9
16.0
16.5
19.2
19.2
20.3
20.7
21.5
22.3
23.2
No.
Sites
5
12
34
24
5
6
56
20
34
8
Hard coral cover
mean sd
46.2 12.2
63.7 15.2
81.0 7.5
55.6 15.8
74.6 3.9
• 54.4 5.7
22.0 n.
11.7 na
37.8 16.2
54.3 na
No fish counts were carried oul during this project but the clear water that was encountered
during the 1994 and 1997 surveys enabled large fish to be observed easily. It was our
impression that there were more large fishes on all reefs (not just on the protected reefs north
of Cape Tribulation) during these surveys than during the previous round of surveys, especially
the grass emperor Lethrinus laticaudis, the bar-cheek coral trout Plectropomus maculatus and
several species of cod. Of particular note was a sighting of a potato cod Epillephelus rukula
about 75 centimetres long, a species we have previously only seen in the passes and front reef
faces of the outer barrier reefs north of Cooktown.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR MANAGEMENT AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER
WORK
Extensive surveys on fringing reefs between Cape Flattery and the Keppel Islands over the past
decade have shown that most of these reefs have very rich coral communities with live coral
cover usually ranging from 50 to 75%. These means are comparable to the maximum coral
cover recorded on the upper windward slope of the richest, undisturbed offshore reefs
measured using the same technique (Ayling and Ayling, unpublished data).
The present study also indicates that corals in these fringing reef communities afe fast growing
and able to recover quickly from repeated disturbance. These fringing reefs are present in
environments where the normal levels of sedimentation may be several orders of magnitude
higher than those regarded as normal for offshore reefs. In spite of these studies it still seems to
be widely believed that fringing reefs are degraded, or severely stressed and on the brink of
degradation (Hopley et al. 1990). However, it is certainly true that these fringing reef
communities will undoubtedly be affected by nutrient enrichment, or increased siltation, before
offshore reefs.
If sensible decisions on coastal development are to be made it is extremely important for Great
Barrier Reef managers to know if fringing reefs are being degraded. We suggest that it is vital
that a number of permanent moniloring sites be set up on a range of fringing reefs at varying
distances from potential human influences to establish if degradation is in fact occurring in
these communities. The sites should be monitored in the long term: the l2-year term of Ihis
study is a good start but should be continued in the future. Managemenl response, if
degradation of fringing reefs is shown to be occurring in the future. is complicated by the fact
that the major of impacts are terrestrially derived. Control of practices that lead to nutrient run-
off or catchment disturbance would have to be implemented along large areas of the
Queensland coast, and well inland to the south where rivers such as the Fitzroy and Burdekin
drain huge catchments.
In addition a comparative study of the growth rates of a range of coral species on fringing and
offshore reefs would provide useful information to help resolve this question. If growth rates
on fringing reefs are greater than on offshore reefs, as our observations suggest, then it would
indicate that present conditions on fringing reefs are suitable for good fringing reef
development.
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APPENDIX I. ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLES
A. Repealed measures analysis of pennanent transects: 1985-1997
Source of Variation df MS F MS FP P
Total coral cover Pocilloporids
Location 2 2245.39 0.615 0.574 99.505 5.521 0.Q28
Site (L) 9 3650.5 13.463 <0.001 18.023 3.677 0.002
Error (transect) 48 271.148 4.902
Time 7 5998.41 92.938 <0.001 8.642 6.190 <0.001
Time x Location 14 584.101 4.235 <0.001 1.2lO 0.806 0.603
Time x Sile (L) 63 137.917 2.137 <0.001 1.500 1.075 0.359
Error (lime x tran.) 336 64.542 1.396
A.cropora Monripora
Location 2 464.093 0.201 0.831 1103.24 0.225 0.8ll
Site (L) 9 2313.59 13.915 <0.001 4908.37 14.150 <0.001
Error (transect) 48 166.263 346.89
Time 7 674.322 22.600 <0.001 1814.88 38.938 <0.001
Time x Location 14 78.987 2.977 0.002 153.956 1.630 0.097
Time x Site (L) 63 26.528 0.889 0.631 94.460 2.027 <0.001
Error (time x Iran.) 336 29.837 46.610
Porilids Faviids
Localion 2 12.071 0.422 0.681 176.280 2.237 0.182
Site (L) 9 28.597 6.590 <0.001 78.785 1.984 0.062
Error (transect) 48 4.339 39.715
Time 7 1.718 2.219 0.065 9.565 3.670 0.014
Time x Location 14 0.776 0.875 0.628 6.087 2.555 0.005
Time x Site (L) 63 0.887 1.146 0.272 2.382 0.914 0.592
Error (time x lran.) 336 0.774 2.606
Tllrbina,ia Deep water corals
Location 2 329.429 1.396 0.286 2273.14 1.505 0.276
Sile (L) 9 236.033 11.207 <O.OCH 1510040 6.867 <0.001
Error (transect) 48 21.061 219.936
Time 7 1.478 0.534 0.614 121.303 50474 0.0013
Time x location 14 2.229 1.534 0.130 29.567 3.690 <0.001
Time x Sile (l) 63 1.453 0.525 0.954 8.011 0.361 0.999
Error (lime x tran.) 336 2.769 22.161
Sofl corals Sargas.rum
location 2 53.208 0.025 0.979 25.930 0.492 0.642
Sile (l) 9 2096.16 11.298 <0.001 52.651 1.655 0.127
Error (transect) 48 185.526 31.822
Time 7 47.362 2.212 0.079 9.312 3.196 0.020
Time x location 14 23.751 1.499 0.145 5.711 2.779 0.003
Time x Site (l) 63 15.849 0.740 0.839 2.055 0.705 0.872
Error (time x Iran.) 336 21.409 2.914
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B. Repeated measures analysis of pennanent transects: 1994-1997
Source of Varialion df MS F MS FP P
Total coral cover Pocilloporids
Location 2 5331.82 1.755 0.223 36.933 2.174 0.189
Site (L) 9 3037.95 12.243 <0.001 16.988 5.720 <0.001
Error (transect) 48 248.146 2.970
Time 3 228.999 8.186 <0.001 0.648 0.596 0.580
Time x Location 6 194.450 3.239 0.018 0.487 1.085 0.423
Time x Site (L) 27 60.037 2.146 0.006 0.449 0.412 0.989
Error (lime x Iran.) 144 27.973 1.088
Acropora Montipora
Location 2 172.002 0.116 0.902 817.880 0.224 0.811
Site (L) 9 1483.87 7.715 <0.001 3644.51 9.514 <0.001
Error (transect) 48 192.345 383.062
Time 3 174.342 11.110 <0.001 41.908 1.730 0.174
Time x Localion 6 34.391 2.240 0.074 50.872 1.445 0.24\
Time x Site (l) 27 15.350 0.978 0.496 35.200 1.453 0.104
Error (time x tran.) 144 15.692 24.218
Porilids Faviids
Location 2 3.886 0.199 0.832 180.148 4.45 0.047
Site (L) 9 19.475 4.714 <0.001 40.476 1.242 0.293
Error (transect) 48 4.132 32.601
Time 3 1.190 2.557 0.068 2.630 4.378 0.011
Time x location 6 0.751 1.520 0.220 1.127 0.879 0.592
Time x Site (L) 27 0.494 1.062 0.397 1.282 2.134 0.006
Error (time x nan.) 144 0.465 0.601
TurbinariQ Deep water corals
Location 2 115.719 0.961 0.439 1846.13 1.839 0.230
Site (L) 9 120.372 11.264 <0.001 1003.93 4.586 <0.001
Error (transect) 48 10.686 218.903
Time 3 0.251 1.101 0.344 12.482 1.373 0.258
Time x Location 6 0.734 2.245 0.073 4.492 2.414 0.055
Time x Site (L) 27 0.327 1.433 0.115 1.861 0.205 0.999
Error (time x llan.) 144 0.228 9.094
Sofl Corals Sargassum
Localion 2 5.161 0.005 0.999 40.799 1.243 0.345
Site (L) 9 1004.64 7.566 <0.001 32.817 1.289 0.268
Error (transect) 48 132.789 25.467
Time 3 14.830 2.555 0.084 5.188 6.124 0.006
Time x location 6 17.787 2.284 0.069 0.835 0.769 0.674
Time x Site (L) 27 7.786 1.342 0.182 1.086 1.282 0.233
Error (time x tran.) 144 5.803 0.847
Turf Algae
Location 2 0.895 0.004 0.998
Site (L) 9 221.707 5.316 <0.001
Error (transect) 48 41.704
Time 3 1158.93 64.610 <0.001
Time x location 6 278.431 6.00 <0.001
Time x Site (l) 27 46.404 2.587 <0.001
Error (time x Iran.) 144 17.931
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C. Haphazard transects at run-off sites: 1985-1996
Source of Variation df MS F df MS FP P
Total coral cover Acropora
Time 6 200.352 2.232 0.044 7.763 1.481 0.189
Site 4 8928.17 43.102 <0.001 57.798 13.778 <0.001
Time x Site 24 207.14 2.307 0.0013 4.195 0.800 0.731
Residual 140 89.773 5.241
Montipora Poritids
Time 6 45.982 1.130 0.348 21.898 3.022 0.008
Site 4 965.076 14.615 <0.00\ 109.672 10.305 <0.001
Time x Site 24 66.035 1.623 0.044 10.643 1.469 0.088
Residual 140 40.680 7.247
Turbinaria Faviids
Time 6 157.076 7.084 <0.00\ 10.883 0.973 0.446
Site 4 1309.93 10.48 <0.001 148.158 12.511 <0.001
Time x Site 24 124.993 5.637 <0.001 11.842 1.059 0.398
Residual 140 22.174 11.183
Deep water corals Soft Corals
Time 6 28.486 3.229 0.005 1.372 2.385 0.032
Site 4 166.150 5.566 0.003 3.364 4.065 0.012
Time x Site 24 29.850 3.384 <0.001 0.828 1.439 0.998
Residual 140 8.821 0.575
Sargassum spp. Turf Algae
Time 6 615.617 7.700 <0.001 2 3774.12 5.562 0.006
Site 4 5322.61 20.981 <0.001 4 11377.4 9.604 0.004
Time x Site 24 253.691 3.173 <0.001 8 1184.66 1.746 0.106
Residual 140 79.952 60 678.55
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APPENDIX 2: RAW DATA FROM THE 199~1997SURVEYS
The following spreadsheets show summaries of raw data from these four surveys for both the
pennanenllransect sites and the run-off sites. Data from the 1985-1988 surveys arc already
held by the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority.
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CAPE TRmULATION: SUMMARY: LOCATION 1: No..embtr 1995
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130 16' 111 183 .~ ••• 1.9S
Moo(;POfa spp. 61' 1078 ,., S14 .., 39.2 10.0 4.46
Porilidae 0 0 16 IZ 0 O~ 0.' 0.17
Faviidat 0 0 S8 1ZZ 1" '.0 ,.. .~,
Tlll"binaria 'PI" 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0."
~(p waler corals 0 , 161 S3I 1)1 .., 11.0 ....
TtU.I Soft Coral 63 0 121 102 Sl ,.. ,.• 1.0S
SITE 4
Sargauu", Ipp. 90 230 0
"
20 ., '.5 2.02
A1,a1lUrf '10 '10 '90 n. ". ,., '.5 1.59
S(lonIU 0 0
" • •
O~ 0.' W
TDUlI Uard Ccnl IOU 'OOS 1102 1300 1291 57.7 '.1 '.M
PocilJoporidac 13
" •
29 S1 I.'
"
0.59
Acropmdac 910
'" '"
129' 1165 52.' '.5 3.79
Acr~alpp. 48' .24 651 131 .., 27.6 7.' 3.19
MOfIl;pora spp..
'"
49'
'"
S41 11. 15.3 7.0 3.11
Poritid.ot • S. • • 13 0.' 1.1 0.41F"iid.ot • 0 21 • IZ 0.5 0.' W
Twbitwia $pp. • • • 0 0 ••• 0.1 '.06
I>ecp Willa- corals 18 20 ,. 20 .. ••• U U7Total SolI Coral 199 I> 99 99 100 <l ,~ ,...
CRA.""D MEA1'OS
$QrglUSfIItl spp. I.' U ....
AII~ lin 11.4 M U9
_...
0.' OJ 0.06
ToulU.d Ccnl 54' 11.1 ,...
Pocillopori4ac. '.7
"
'.48
Al:ropotidae ... 11.5 257
Al;ropoxa spp. .6.6 .>1 2.'4
MOOIipora app. 27.1 101 m
Poriti6ae I.' 1.7 0.>0
Favtidae I~ ,. '"~TllfbUwialpp. './ OJ ....
Du:p ....Ia- 0DralI '.7 ,.• 1.42
ToW Soft C«aI 7.' 7.' US
Diu rrom r;..c penn~l 20m inlCfS«! line lI'lIUCCU in em .nih mean '" c:aou
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CAPE TRmULAnON; SUMMARY; LOCATION 1; Nonmbtr 1995
Tl'llnsed' , 3 , , m'~ Itd.dey. ~
SITE ,
Sarga.Slum spp. 0
"
0 0 0 M 0.' ",
Algal turf 110 350
'"
290 270 ."
,.. 2.07
Spoooges 18
" " '"
30 ... ,.• t.1li
Toul Hard Coral
'I' '" '" 1191 .31 39.8 '" 6.43Pocil1opori4ac 41
"
J1 0
"
U ••• 0.49
....eroporidae 277 m .0
" '"
7.7 '.0 t.80
Acropora spp.
'"
'0
"
60 I2S '3 '.0 "7
Montipora spp. "0
'" " "
30 3.' 3.' •.38
Poritid.:le
"
18 13 69
"
'3 0.' 0.li3
Faviidat US 30
"
63 88 3.' U 0.82
Tw-biaaria spp. 271
" "
28' 260 '3 ,.. ,.2'
De<::p water corals 196
"' '"
73' m 15.5 12.3 5.48
Total Soft Coral 184 52' 830 160 237 19.4 .., 6.43
SITE'
Satca-Hum spp. 0 '60
"
30 30 ,.• 3.' 138
Algal (urf 200 120 '90 10' 210 'J 2.' 0.09
Spoooges 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.00
TOOII Hard Coral ",,, 1103
""
1326 1307 6L7 7.' 3.38
Pocilloporidat 38 0 34 0 63 I.' .., O.liO
Aeroporidae
'" ".
698
'"
'68 31.0 .., 6."
Acropora $pp. 215 '88 270 81 361 ••7 ,.. 230
Montiporaspp. 301 602
'" '"
601 20.3 11.0 4.92
Poritidae 27 32 6J 93 0 2.1 ... 0.79
Faviid:!e 68 47 18' 90
"
'.3 'S 1.11
Turbiaaria spp. 0 , 0 0 0 0.0 0.' 0.04
Deep water corals 622 180 S1S '02' 237 '" 11.0 7.lilTOOII Soft Coral 0 15 43 66 0 .3 •.4 0.li5
SITE 7
Satga.JJum spp_ 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.00
Algal (urf '00 130 '30 530 380 '.2 '.7 3.91
Sponges 0
"
0 0 0 OJ 0.6 0.2'
Total Hard Coral 1163 1375 1319 I'" 1403 65.4 '.7 2.10Pocilloporidae 0 31 3S 18 7 0.' 0.'
'"Acroporidae 1107
'"
1108 1258 1396 53.li 7.' 3.53
Acropora spp. 302 344 618 341 3S3 1M • .4 ,..
Montiporaspp. 'OS 644 '90
'"
1.13 39.0 10.9 ...
Poritidac 0 • 0 0 0 0.• 03 0.08Faviid:!e 0 18 27 0 0 0.4 0.' 0.2'
Turbiaaria spp. 0 99 0 0 0 0.0 '.2 0.99
Deep water corals
"
233 ." • 0 '.3 '.0 234Total Soft Coral 0 27 • 82 0 LO U 0.79SITE,
Sarga.uum ~pp. 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.00
Algal Olrf 320 330 300 470 330 17.7 2J 1.01
Sponges 0 12 0 0 0 0.' OJ 0.12
Total Hard Coral 1630
""
1258 1387 1518 no 7.0 3.14
Pocilloporidae 0 30 68
"
12 OJ OJ 0.S8
Acroporidae 1413 1326 1(186 I3j9 ".. 6<,
,. J38
Acropora "PP.
""
66 34'
'"
621 13.7 10.7 ,.,
MOlltipora spp. 1105 1360 "2 ." "1 47.9 ... <AS
Porilidat 13 13
"
0 8 0.' 0.' OJ'
Faviidae 12
"
0 0 0 0.3 0.4 0.17
Turbinaria spp. 18 • 0 0 0 0.2 0.' 0.16Deep water corals 165 .. 33 0 30 3.0 3.2 1.43
Total Soft ConI 0
"
33 0 100 U ,.. 0.92
Gil.AI\'D MEANS
SarCtUlum ~pp. .. 1.' (1.42
Algal turf .., '.7 1.49
Spon&e~ .. '.7 0.37
Toul H...d Coral .....
." 3.40Pocilloporidae 1.3 L' 03'
Acroporidae 41.0 25.4 ,."
Acropora spp.
." '.0 2.01Montipora 5pp. 27.7 19.6 43'
Poritidae
"
1.5 OJ3
Faviidae 2.1 2J 0.52
TW'binariaspp. ,.• '.7 1.05
Deep water corals n.3 1<0 3.12
Total Soft Coral ,., 'M 2.34
Data from five pennanent 20m intersect line lrans«15 in cm with mean %cover
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CAP!!: YRIBULAnON: SUMlI.tARY: LOCAYION J: NonmlHcr 1995
TraDo«t' , , • S -~ .<tAcO'• K
SITE.
SlI'IWJ'II101 Jpp. 0 0 0 0
'"
1.7 '.7 US
A1,llIl1,1n '20 "0 ,SO 660
""
16.1. s.o 2.26
Sp<lD,u 17 , • 23 "
U 0.' '19
Total H.d Coral
""
1418
'"
.66 109. ", 11.4 5.0'
Pocilloporidae 60 69 ..
"
I' 1.5 I. us
Acropori4ic 1098 ... .92 36' 1011 .U U.S 5.1'
A<ropOn ..... 3J1 390 117 '60 IS'
'"
'.1 4.0'
MootiponI spp. 78J ", m J01 .18 "1 11.5 5.S7
Porilia...:: 0 2<1 • • J8 0.' "
W
Faviidx
" '"
78
"'
• u ... ....TurbiAaria$pp. I' • J<) 0 • os 0.' '.lJ
Deep W3.ter c::on15 91
""
10 '56 .. ••• 7• W
Tcul Soft Con.! 303 • '18
'" "
11.0 •• 06SITE 10SAr, ...,..,., Jpp. 0 , • 0 0 0.1 '.1 O.OS
AI.llI tIlrf '60 '80 ,2<1
'"
,SO
'"
,.• 1.09
'....'"
0 16 • 0 0 u ••• 0.16TQt.l1 H.d Coral 1422 1353 1149 1271
""
.... .. 2.'7
PociI\opOri4K I' 23 • I' • 0.' O.S ...
Aaop>ridK "5 72<l 76' .06 '96 ".. IA 0.79
Al;ropon spp. m
'"
'78 '89 <03 IL3 1.5 ,.3
MOD(ipon Ipp. 508 321 '70
'"
J9) 22.1 •• lAO
Pori.idx 102
" I'" " )7 3.' IA 0.7'Favii4ic
" •
)) 17. n 3.6 3.' 1.50
TlIfbinaria spp. 91 • •
"
)) 2.1 2.1 0.9'-
Dtcp Wiler eoraIs .,. 466 23' 1I2 m lJ.I S.7 ,..
TOUII Soh Coral • 41 12<1 2'
"
1.S ,. 1.13
SITE 11
StJ"""lIm 'pp. 0 0 0 23 0 0> 0.' 0.'
AI.'" IUrf 190 "0 '60 360 180 13.0 3.' 1.72
Spm,cJ 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.00
Total Hard Coral 1419 1116 1411 "., 1314 64.3 100 4.41
PQtilloporidae 0 , 60
" "
I.S ., 0.57
Acroporidac
'"
166 1032 .06 181 43.2 •., 2.76
Acropora spp. m 4"
'" ".
281 17.1 ,.. 1.76
Mootipora 'pp. m 342 78' m
'"
'L' U 3."
POrltidall 29 29 ..
"
0 1, 0.' 0>.
Faviidae 100
"
36
"
84 3.S 1.1 0.48
TlJfbinanl Jpp. 0 • 24 0 0 '.3 '.S W
Deep wattr corals 68' '34 220 m <0, lSA '.S 2.92
Total Soh Coral 60
"
J<)
"
110 3.' ,.• 0.90
SITE 12
Sa" ....lIm 'pp. 70 0 2<1 0 0 0.' I.S 0.61
Algal turf 110 llO 100 180 100 U '.1 1.19
Spon,eJ 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.00
Total H.d Coral 15H 1192 1619 I"" tn, », 11.1 4.94Poc:illopori4ac 0 , I' 0 0 U 0.4 0.17
N;roporidac 1J54 '061 I'" ... 163• .3.6 13.0 W
Acropora SpP.
." "' 'SO 661 17• 17.S 11.1 04.9'-MODIipora spp. 911 ". 'I' '29 1478 45.9 20.3 9.10
Poritidx
"
0 I' II • 1.0 U 0....Fallii4ae J2 0
'"
III 31 U .., IA'
'·lll"bioaria spp. 0 0 0 0 0 '.0 '.0 0.00
De(P ....a." COllll5 IJ3 119 '81 ,,. 64 .., ••• 2.11Total Soft Coni 8J 403 106 II' 0 1.1 1.1 3.44GRAND MEANS
Sar'lUl..m Jpp. 0.7 ~. 0.44
Algal tIlrf ", .. 1.OSSpca~s .. 0.' 0.09
Total liard Coni
." 11.1 '.0
Pocil\opori<bo:
'"
.. •••Acropori.s- ... 111 '3'
Al;roponw. IL' 7.1 W
MOOlipon spp. 30., 1<0 3....
Poriti~ I. U 03'
Fa";i~ U '.0 ....
TlItbillal'iaapp. 0.1 IJ • .30
De(P wiler corals
'"
7J 1.63
Total Soft Coral '.1 ., 1.4'
D~ from fivc PCllnal1Ctlt 20m inl~5ICCllinc: lI"arucclS MCIll with mean'" cO"(r
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CAPE TRIBULATION: SUMMARY: LOCATION I: No'anbff 1996
T ..ns«t' , , • , m'~ .ado"'". ~
SITE,
SafJ<IIsl/m spp.
"
.,
" " • " •••
0.41
All" turf ,.. '30 ,.. '90 .80 .. ,.. W
Spongu • • • • • ••• ••• ..00
Toul Hard Coral 609 663 ".
""
m ,.. ..
'"Pocillclporicbe J8 51 ,.
" "
~. '.1 'J>
~
'" '"
m
'" '"
,., .,
'.11
""..".....
""
.. 21 11 ., 10 ••• 0.70
MOIlliporupp.
'"
51. '90 ,.,
'"
17.1 ., ,.,
Poritidae • 21 • • II '.1 .. • .18F,,";~ • .. .. 10 18
,. ,. ....
Turbinaria .spp. •
,
• •
, U ., ....
Deep~eonls IS
"
,.
" "
1.1 'J 0.1l
TouJ Soft ConI '10 31S
'" '"
)3J
." '.1 2.10SITE,
Sa',<IISlim spp. .., •
.,
• •
"
1.1 0.77
Alg" turf '90 21. .SO 21. lI. 12..3 3J '.<6
Spo.Ilu • • • • • ••• ••• ....
Toul H.eI Coral
".
1182 1142
'"
,0<6
'"
.. ....
PoriI\opori4ac IS 11 22 0
"
1.1 1.1 ...
"""",,",," '16 '020 910 ." '" m .. ...
"".."..... '26 ,., '00 '99 612 21.0 8J 3.11
MOlltipol"a spp. '90 ." 610
'"
'90 ,,, U '.06
Ponri.u.c 65 1 .. IS .. ••
"
0.S6
Faviielx 0 0 '00 J<) 0
"
1.1 ...,
Turbilwi"W' , 0 J8
" •
0.7 0.' OJ.
Deep walU CORls 17 .. ,.. .., 67 U '.0 '36
Tou.I Sort ConJ 0 .36 0
"
,.. U
" '"SITE,
Sar,<>SSllm spp. • 0 80 0 0 0.' U ....AJ.a1lurf 210 210 '80 90 'SO '.5 ,.. 1.62
Spon~s 0 0 0 0 0 ••• ••• ....
TOI.\I H:wel Coral '49 1162 1206 12211 .-16
'"
'.5 W
PocilloP'Jridac 48 107 96 65 6l ..
"
0.5S
Al:roporielac .11 10~5 88. 765 ", 41.6 .., W
Aeropora :tpp. ,-16 ,,, 12. '30 IS. u ,.. 1.011
Mootipol"a spp.
." .00 755 615 ." 33.4 ••• 3.93
Poritielae 19 0 0 0 •
.,
•••
0.19
Faviidac 5 0
"
91 120 ,. '.7 W
Turbinaria spp. 0 0 0 5 0 0.' 0.• O.OS
Decp watcr Q;>rals • 0 222 'SO IS' '.0 ••• 3.62
Total Soil Coral .., 0 70
"
20 '.5 I., 0.116
SITE'
Sa'g4Sslim spp. 80 ,., 10 20 0 ,., 5.' W
Alia! turf 35' .00 370 <SO 330 ... 5.' ".
Spongu 0 0 0 0 • 0.0 0.0 '.00
Toul Hard Coral '30 'OS, 1215 "'. 1353 5" ••• W
Pocilloporidae II 35 15 ..
" I.' ••• 0.111Mroporielac .91 '81 1117 1154 1217 ... 7.1 3.46
Acropora. $pp. m 37. 831 7.. 51" 31.7 1.5 ,.34
MOOIipon.spp.
'"
'OS 3<' '10 175 111 U 3.'S
PoriI>d.K: •
"
• 0 • OJ ••• W
Faviid.ac 0 0 26 0 10 0.' .. W
Twbina.ri"sw. 0 0 0 26 0 OJ •••
.,.
Deep wiler c;orals 0 12 .., 0 ., 1.1
"
•...,
Toeal Soft Coral 6l 20
"
0 15 '.5 U 0.83
CRANDMEANS
SIUf4SSMII'l spp. '.7 U ....
AJ&il1ll.1rf .<0 ••• 1.02_...
••• t.' 0.00
TOI.\I Harel Coral 47.' '<I
'"Pocillopori4K 2J
"
.30
Ac:foporidac 39.' ,U W
Al:ropon spp. ... lL7 U3
Mootipor" spp. ". U 1.10
PoriIilbe '.7 OJ .,.
F"vii_ U ,.• t.«
T..t>lftlOi. app. OJ U t.11
Deep_a~ ,. 5J 1.12
T 0UI1 SOr1 ConJ 5J 5J W
DIt& (rom fioc pcml&ntlll 20In mlcnccl line !rl/UCCU in em wilb mean" covc,
1R
CAPE TlUBuunON: SUMMARY: LOCAnON 1: NIWtmbcr ltH
Tra....d. , • •
,
_M "'U~~. •
SITES
S"'1U IWfl .pp. 0
"
0 10 10 ••• 0.7 ."Altall.... r 120
'20 '10 2JO 270 IU .0 1'1
Spoa,,, 10 20 110 Iii
"
U 1.5 1.11
Tcu.1 Hud CORI .IS 611 .. 1l11li 117 3&1 11.. "I
Pocillopondae
" "
16 26
"
1.7 OA O.It
A~_
." ... 23 .. I" 9.1 ... US
Aaopon.pp. I"
"
23 61 Ii. .. U ....
Mollipon OfIP. 191 ". 0
"
., U ... ....
-
31 0 ,
" "
'.7 ,.. M<
FlriidK
" " " "
II>
"
1.0 ....
T""'iMt\.o "PP- m I" .. 120 230 U .., U •
Deep "'"terconl.t
'"
1i0 191 61'
'"
,<.0 lOA U,
Tcu.l sorl Coni 311 SIS
." 170
'"
'U 1<7 ....
SITE 6
Srv,1lS1Wfl .pp. 0 190 100
" " •••
••• 1.70AI,.lud 2" 260 I" 170 270 10.1 ,., 1.29
SpoalU 0 11 0 0 0 0.1 0.. 0.12
TotalH.at'deo."l II" 101S 1432 1)91 n,6 ... 7.' • .33
PocilloporMbe .. 0 12 0 .. U 1.1 0A9
Aaoporiliae 61. 83' 162 26l 1067 ... I'" <l.
..............
'"
'26 797
"
m I" '0 ....
MOlliporl"W.
'"
.lO
'" '" '"
21.6 .. • .19
PorrJdac .. 13
"
II 0 U 1.7 '.77
FlWitdo~
"
37 IS' 103 .. U 1.3 1.I1l
TlrlliDAria app. 0 0 0 1 0 0.1 0.1 O.os
Deepwilaconb 611 1S7 llO 10" 21i 23.' 11.9 .01
Tcu.l 50(1 Coral •
"
J3 70 11 I.' IJ 0.10
SITE 7
S",.,UN'rI .pp. 0 0 0 0 0 0.' M 0.00
Alia/turf 110 ". .lO llO ..0 I" <7
..,
Spoa,..
"
0 , 0 0
"
0.' 0...
Tcu.1 H.at'dConoI 1427 131'1 14S3 1261 IS,. .., .. .....
Pocillopc....he • 26 17
" "
... 0.' '.79
ACt'OpWidac 111'1 1272 1216 1i99 ISI2 63.7 •••
..,
Aa'apon Ipp_ .., m 16.
'"
m no 9A "'1
MoatiflOI"l 'PP. m • IS ". 'IS IUS .1.7 '"
...,
I'Drilidae 11 0 10
"
0 ... '.1 0.19
Fuiidae 17 0 79 0 0 OJ 0.7 0.>0
Turl>i........ lpp. 90 0 0 0 0 .., 1.0 '.90
D«p ...at... <XInl. 126 •• I" 0 0 '.7 .., I'"ToulSoflCoral 12 0 , 90 , 1.1 I.' 0.17
SITE.
Sa',IlS..... ."". , 0 , 0 0 •• 0.' ,.00Al,olu( 710 210
''''
"0 ,.. I" ... ,...
SpoalCl 0 12 0 0 0 .., U '.11
Tou.l Hard C....I 1519 1611 1319 1"1 "23 ". 0 3.71
Pocilloporodac 10 Il
" "
10 U I.' 0"1
........... 12"2 ISII 1231 II" ISSI 6lJ ... .."
Auopon .pp. 232 .. '11 ".
... I7J ... ....
MoOl.ipor,"pp. 990 10" ... ... 1110 ... 1<7 ....
Pooll.dac 0
" "
10 • 0.' 1.1 0."Faviidac 26 11 0 0 0 0.' •., 0.26
TUI"billlrillPP· IS 0 , 0 0 0.' 'J 0.15
Dec" ....1... conlo
""
., 11
"
30 ••• .., 1.16ToulSorlCOral 10
" " " "
.. I.' 0'"
CRANDMEANS
Sar'......... 'PP. .. '-' ."
AI,ol turl 1« ,.. I.»
_.- .. 1.7 ....
Teu.llIard Con.I m I" W
Pocillop:lridae ,. ..
."
A""""",, <lo' 23.A S.77
Acropon.lpp. 1<3 .. z.n
MoJllipor••pp_ 2U ".. ...,Poriticlae 1.1 ... .JI
F.viidae
"
1.3 ...,
TUI"bin~ri. Ipp. U .., 0."
Dup ....1... coni. 11.7 13.11 ..,
TOlII Soli Coral SA
""
157
Oal.l (rollll'i.ye permaDCa! 20m iMaHd liKlr_i. em w,lIt meaa '«yu
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CAPE TRIJUlAnOS: SUMMARY, LOCAnON J' N...._1on 1996
T~..-fl' , , • S
--
.........
-
SITE 9
S<II'I4I1W1t Ipp. 0 0 0 0 110 ... '.0 I."
AIC.I turf
'" '"
.10
'"
'10 ", ., ,..
Spoo.«
"
, 0
"
0 0.' ••• 0."
TOUoI Hint eonll I'"~ '''2 101.
'"
13)7 61.1 Ii. '.JO
I'ocillopcridu.
" " "
.. , ... ... 11.12
A~ 10" UfS 10' ." '''2 ..., 'SO "-',
Acropora Ipp. m
'"
,,,
'"
m ,,, ,... ,,,.
Molllipor••pp. 110 '90 "0
'"
'000 Ji' .u U1
Poritidae
"
0 0 0 Jl ., ••• 0.11
Ft..iidae 11
'" "
Ii <1 ,.. U ....
T<Irbi.....n.o spp. •
, 2l , 0 ., 0.' ....
o.~ ....ta" c:orab
'"
m ", 2J6
"
., ..,
'TO
Total 50(1 Coral m 0 210 )IS
"
••• U J.1A
SITt: 10
S"'IlUswm Ipp. • 0 0 • 0 0.' ,.. 0.00Al,.llurf 10 210 290 '10
'"
,., ,., ,...
SPOil,,,,, 0 22 , 0 0 0.' 0' o.n
Toul Hlfd ConI un
""
IJD IA21
"'" '" '"
<10
I'ocilloporid.e Jl
" •
,.
"
,.
•• 0.22A~ '200 .2&
'" '"
76' ••• U J.1S
Acroporaapp. H' .n
'"
,.. .. ". U I."
Molllipora app. m
'"
100 '10
'"
.... U ....
Pooitodw
" " "
J1 ,
" "
1I.9J
FI .. iidae
"
0 10 19' 72 U ,.. ...,
T urbi ....... 'Pp.
"
0 0
"
0 '.1 ... '.W
Deep ...11... eonb
." ." 212 '06
'"
19.1 '.1 2."
Tot&l Sofl Co,al 0
" '"
10 10' ,.,
"
1.16
SITf; II
SOrllUlWIt Ipp. 0 0 0 0 10 0.' I.' '.10Al.~ twr '10 '10 '10
'"
'10 ", <I
'"SpoolU 0 0 , 0 , OA OA ,.00
Tou.l Hud Con.I 1413
""
,,,. 1211 .226 .... ,. 3.IA
JIoeilloporidu Il
" "
76
" "
iA 0."
....c:roporidae 10"
.'" 921 111 982 <U '.2 2.3AAaoponapp. 2"
'"
..,
"'I m 2t.2 <2 'TO
Mol'liptXllpp.
'" '"
Al' .., <10
'"
... J.76
Po"tidK
" "
•
,
" "
0.' ....
F... ,id.o", ..
"
92
'"
10 U .., 0.5)
Tn'....... Ip9- ,
"
0 , 0 0.' 0' •. U
Deep ....Ier conlll 22l 210 ,.,
'"
"s .., ,., W
Total Soh Carol .,
" "
105 0
'" "
1.0S
SITE 12
SII'I4I1W1t spp. 10 0 0 0 • 0.' I.' ....AICll IUfr ,'" '10
''''
lOO 10 ., '.0 ,."
Spoo.... 0 0 • 0 0 0.0 ••• '.00TOUol Hard Coni "', '21' "" 1351 '90' lU ." ,..,PoeilloporidK II , • • • ., ... 11••1
4croporidoe
""
1121 1211 1111 .In <1, ,... ....
Aaopon.app. .,.
'" '" '" ""
,u ... ...
MoIII."..... spp. lOS ,.. JOlO
." '67' .... 11.1 9.11Po,itid&e
"
0
" •
, 0.' U 0...
F...iidle <1 0 ,.. ,,,
" "
S" ....
TlitbilW"ilspp. 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 OA 0.00
Deep ....1.......",,11
'" '"
2" m H •., ••• ,..Totol Sofl CQI".1 '05 ." 10 ,2J) 2J)
"
1.' J.41
CR")"D MEANS
S<II'IV_If'P' U J.2 O.JO
"llllnd "..
..,
,'"
SpooICI .., ,.. ,..
TOUII Hud Coni "., 11.-& ..,
Poeillcoporicl&e ,. IA 0"
Aeroporidae
'"
IU ,.2
Acropon spp. ,... .., U.
MoMi"..... spp. "', .., 3.7"
Ponlidoe '.2 ,. 0...
F... iidl", ... ,. ,...
T\IrI:>ioui. 'Pp. ,.,
"
• .so
Deep w.t.,. eonll IS' 1.' ,.51
TOI<lI Soh C..rol S., '.2 ,.51
0-11 (...111 r;_c per_DC'" 20.... ;lIlr:ncet he tr......... io em ...ilh ........... eo......
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CAPE TRIBULATIO:"!: SUMMARY: LOCATION I: Drumbn 1m
TI'1lDsret , , , •
, m'm nd.du. R
SITE I
Sarsa.uum spp.
"
•• II' II' • '.1 ,.. 1.07
A1gallUtf '30 61' 690 ,.36 61' 33.J I t.2 S.Ol
Sponge.!' 0 II 0 • 0 •• o• O.ll
Taul Hard Coni
'"
711
'"
'00 683 19.6 101 4.53
Pocilloporidac
"
87
"
36 61 ,., U 0.52
Acroporilbc 6>1
"'"
42' 16> 462
'"
'.6 W
I\cropono spp. 191 66 10
"
12 U ,.• 153
Moutipora spp. '60
""
41. 120 390 19.2 7.' 3.54
Poritidac • • • • 2l ••
•., W
Favii<bc 10 18 32 12
"
I.' I.' 0.19
Tw-binaria spp. 0 • 10 0 • '.1 •• 0.10
Decp water conils 10 • "
0 42 ••• I., 0.44
Taul Soh Coral '90 306 17'
"
,,, 10.6 '.1 ".
Srn:; 2
S/lrga.lJum spp. I" • I" • • 3.' 4.6 2.01
A1gallUrf 400 32. 18. 42. '60 J6.8 4.' 2.13
Sponge.!' • • • • • ••• 0.' '.00Totaillard Coral 1120 1313 1319 1070 1191 60.1 '.6 UI
F\>cillopori<bc 2l
"
• 10 "
I.' 1.6 0.7)
Acroporidae .J9 IIS1
." .24 .87 48.1 ,.• 2.63
Acropora Jpp. 349 601 330 ,,. 677 lU U 3.43
Mootipora Jpp. ,.. ". 643 290 310 ".
., 3.69
Poritidae 42 • " " "
,. I.' 0.61
Favii<bc
" •
III 43 • I.' D 1.03
Tw-binaria spp. 10 •
"
20 0 U I.' 0.45
DeCI' water- corillb
" "'
187 I" .. ,., ,.. 1.36
Taul Soh Coral 0
'"
Il
'"
'30 ,., '.0 W
SITEJ
Sarsa.uum Jpp_ 0 0 140 0 0 I" :1.1 1.40
Alga! (Utf '70 'SO 380 360 ... 24.3 6.0 2.69
Sp<>og~ 0 • • 0 • 0.' ••• 0.00
Total Hard Coral 1024 1219 1459 1516 1100 63.1 10.8 ...
Pocil1oporidac
" "'
126 117
" "
u 0.52
Acroporid«
'"
1116 1073 907 ". 48.8 '.6 2.50
Acropont. spp. 27O 306
'"
77
'"
10.5 4.6 2.08
MODt;pora sPI'-
'"
",. '20 ",. 61. 38.4 6' ''I
POOtidat' • 12 0 " • •••
,. 0.54
Faviidac • • "
109
"
,. ,., 1.16
Turbinaria sPI'- • • • • 0 ••• ••• '.00Dccp wates cor;>ls Il • 200 422 '"
••• U :\.95
Toul Soft CoraJ 60 0
" '"
0 ,., ,..
'"'SITE'
SlIrSaJSllm spp. 40 27' • 20 20
,., ,., 2.S2
Algal wrf 43. 340 320 640 31' 'U ,., 1.94
Sp<Jnges • 0 0 0 • ••• 0.0 0.00
Total Hard Ccwa! 1012 1067 1321 1243 1297 SlI.4 7.' 3.ll
Pocillopotidac 61 38 • " "
I., I. 0.52
Acroporidac ,,, 1009 1245 1156 1204 55.6 6.' W
Acropora .pp. ,,.
'"
'00 71' '" '07 10.0 4.49Montipora spp. 410 636 343 ... 660 lU 7.1 3.16
Porilidac • 20 • 0 • o. 0.. 0.2.
Faviidae • 0 " • •
o. ., 0.14
TUlbinaria~. , • • 0 0
•., •• 0.09
Decp water corau • • " "
48 I.' U 0.58
Total Soft Cora.! 198
" '" •
.. ,.• J> 1.48
GRAJIo'D MEANS
Sargass•.,,' spp. ,. ,., W
Alf;allUrf 2<l ,.. '.09
Sponf;cs ••• '.1 0.03
Totallhvd Coral HI 1" '.60
Pocilloporidae ,.. ... ."
Acroporidac ... 1<, ,.2,
Acropora spp. 17.$ IH US
Monlipou SlIp.
'" '"
'.24
Poritid~c ••• 1.2 • .2.
Fa~iidac ... ,.. (l.4S
Turbinaria spp. '.3 ••• 0.13
0«1' wa.les corals • .1 ,.. 1.2'
TllIal Sofl Cora.! ,.. ••• 1.10
Dala (rom (i~c pcrm.)n(I>t 20m inlCfJCCllifle lranJe<:ts in rm WIlt> mc.lll .,., co~c,
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CAP£TRlluunON: SUMMARY: WCA110N 2: Donlftb« 1997
..._. , ,
• •
--
.d.ck~. •
SIT£ S
S.,.......... spp. • <0 10 • • .. ... ....
Al.all..r 1<0 I" 110 190 '10 .. ., 1.10
SpoIIle&
"'
30 10 13' •
., 10 1.16
TOl&I Hml eonl
'"
."
..., lliO
." .., 11• ,...
Pocilloporidae 30 31
"
11
"
... • .5
."Acroporidae m '01
"
10' ,OJ '.7 ••• 1.58
AcrOPOrllpp. 171
"'
n
"
IS'
"
3.1 1.5'
Montipora 5pp. 135 191 11
"
.. o.s ,.. U.
Poritidae
" "
IS 71 .. 18 U ....
Fu;idae
.1 11
" " "'
'.1 I.' ....
T\lI'biowialpp.. 1Il III
"'
,... 111 '.1 ... 117
Deep walef """,II I" 111 m • 90 ... ><' 11.7 ...,
Total SoIl Coral
'"
... 90S 'OS
'"
,U I ....
."sm;.
s.........-JPP. • '"
110 70 •
,.. s.s ....
Allal nri 32.
'10 1<0 170 '10 11.7 .., 1.87
Sp""le:I • • • • • ••• ••• ....
Totalll.d Coni.I 1424 1111 ma 1394 1327 67.7 7.' 3.'1
Pocilloporidae
" •
31 • 11 U I.' •."
Aaoporidac ..7 m
'" '"
114~ ". IS. 7A7
Acropon.lpp. 107
'" '"
n
." 1S.7 tl.2 •."
Molllipora Ipp. .90 .<0 '90 220 '90 13.5 1.' ,...
Po,ilidae 20 • 60 .. • I.' 1.5 Q.67Flviidae
" "
101 82
"
1.1 ,.. 1.16
T"..bio";1 spp. •
"
40 • • ••• ••• 0.42Oorp WII... coral. ". IS. ... 1055 111 24.' ILl ....
TDlII Sofl Corll •
"
20
"
• ••• ••• ,.5,
SITE 7
S..,.,lUswn lpp. • • • • • .. 'A ....
Aicalllaf 21. 31. 190 "'. 270 I.... S, 1.51Sf'O",e&
"
• • • • '.5 ••• .."
Toul Hard Conol J741 I'" 1712 \375 tn.
'" "
3.62
Pocilloporidae
" •
SO • <0 I' 1.1 0A1
A~e \3~3 1617 U25 U7S I'" ". .. ,..
Acropora .pp. m m 0" '" .so 19' lo.s • .ISMolllipora .pp. '30 1m 'SO
''''
1200
"I 110 S."
I'o,it"l.oe 31 • • • • OA '.7 • .10
Flviida.
"
IS 11 • • • .5 • .5 '.15T",billlril .pp. 108 • • • • 1.1 1.' 1.00
o...p Wiler cCrlb 181
"
11. • 0 '.1 '.7 2.12
Total Sofl Co,.1
" •
30 I'" 0 .., 1.' 1.5'
SITE I
S""tuSWfl spp. • • • • • .. .. '.00
Aillal turf ,<0 31. '70 n. 'SO 18.0 '.1
'"SpoIIC"
"
• • • 0 • .0 ••• • .5'
Toul Hvtl Coot! IS" ISO' ,,)I "31 ])79 10.5 '.5
'"Pocilloporidae 18 11 7) • 10 1.5 1.5 • .57
Acrop<rridK 1165 I'" 148& IS" 1120 7'" s.s 181
Acr"""", .pp. OOS I" S18 ". '"
,<.5 11..S 5.U
MoClipon Ipp.
""
1110 '70 .90
'"
.... 110 s.o'
Porilidae • 11 <0 • • ••• 0.' ....
Fuiida.
" • • • • •••
U .....
Twbi......iupp. 12 • 0 • • 0.1 • .5 0.11Deep w.ta" """,II 19. 11 12
"
31 ,.5 ,.. 1.72
TObI Soft ConI
"
30
" " " "
U Q.67
CRANOMEANS
Sar,tuSWfl spp. I.' ,.5 0.74
AI&'" lurf 13.4 ,., 1.17
Sponlle:l '.7 I. 0-"
TOUolllard Coral ..., 18.5 4.14
l'Dcilloptxidac 1.5 IA 0.21
Acroporidae ... ...,
'"AcroponI .pp. I" I~I
'"Molllipcn Ipp. 2", ... ..,7
Poritidac: 1.5 1.5 • .33
F.YiiOae 1.5 11 ....
T..birllria tpp. U o.s 101
Deep wata" corall 11.1 13. ,.GO
TOtal SoIl Coni 7.' IU .n
Dau. fro... roy. 1*.......11I 20m iootaKd Ii" U_b ioem with meaG" co_
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CAPE TIUBUU,110N,SUMMARY, LOCATION J, D""omber 1'97
Trall..ct' 1 , • 5 m~an tlcLdu. •
SITE'
Sel''1 tumm JPp. 0 0 0 0 110 I.' '.0 1.10
Algal lUff 410 370
""
410 "0 ,.. '.1 U7
Sponges 12 0 0
"
0
"
0.' ".
Totoillard Coni un
"" '06' "., ''''
..... I.' ....
Pocill0p0r;dae ,. 30 12
"
11
"
'.7 0.14
Acvpor;dac 1237 IHO
." 7)0 12"
'"
10.1 ...
Acropon 'W. ... .,. ".
.,. I" 111 UJ ,...
MoDlipou .w. 790 '90 '30 "0
'"
...,
''''
.J7
Po,;!ido" 0 0 0 0 0 ,. ,. 0.00
Faviilbe 7) '07 7)
" "
6A ., ,.00
Turbinar" 'Pp. 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.00
Deep Wlter conb
"
"7
'" '"
10 '.0 7J '.15
Totol son Coral 370 0
'" '"
90 ,OJ 7.' 3.41
SITE 10
Sa'lIasSWII spp. 0 10 0 0 0 0.' 0.' 0."
Alg.1 tw:f
'"
'30 ,.. "0 '90 ,.. 5.' IJ5
Spoogu 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0.00
Total H.rd Coni 1715 1423 1428 1742 1320
""
OJ ....
Pocilloporidae 10
"
0
" "
0.' 0.' 0.17
A«Oporidae 1079 "lO' 1020 1273 ", Sl.t ••• • .J6
A"opan .w. ,GO <S. 100
'" '"
19.2 .., ".
MOllliporalpp, ",0
'"
". no '00 3U '.1 "".
Porilidl.c .. ..
"
.. 0 I.' 'J 0.60
hviid.e
"
0 37 ,.. .. ,.. ,.. 1.15
Turbi........pp. 07 37
" " " "
15 0.65
Deep Wllct GOnlJ "7 ", ,.. '" '"
19.1 5. ,...
TotoISofICO,a1 0
"'
.. 3l 50 I.' U I."
SITE II
Sa'lIas...... spp. 0 0 0 0 10 OJ 0.7 0.10
Alg.llUff ,,. .00 '80 "0 "0 ,.. 5.' ,."
Spoog.. 75 0 0 0 0 OJ 0.' 0."
Tou.llhrd ConI
""
1219 14U '40' Ion 6" '.7 ,...
l'ocilloporidoc 7) 17 0 71 .. 1.1 '.7 0.75
Acroporidac
."
'"
.18
'"
.71
." 1J 1.47Acropon .pp_ ,..
'"
07.
'"
'01 20.2 •• ..,.
MOlllipor••pp. no 370 100 ...
'"
15.7 ••• 4.42
Poritidac
"
12
"
0 0 1.0 0.' 0.42
F.vi;dac 70
" " '" "
,. 1.7 0.76
Turbi ....,i. tpp. 10 13 0 16 0 0.' 0.' 0.17
O«p WIt<1 conll 117
'" '"
'14 10' 1<0 ••• ,.06
ToulSoftCoral
"
135 30
"
0 '.0
"
'.12
SITE 12
SlVllasSWlft spp. ,.. 0 0 0 0 ,.. '.1 I."
Alg11 Nrf 370
'"
'00 ')0 '10 ,... 'J 1.91
Spoogel 0 0 0 0 0 ,. on 0.00
Tcullllfd Coni US9 US4 155J ,", 1919 7)J 'I' 4.92
Po<:illoporid.. 12 0 12 ,.
"
0.' 0.' 0.15
Acroporidac Ill4 12'" 1278
""
1828 .,.
'"
6.OS
Acropa.....pp. m 14' ". 7)0 lIB 'M 11.7 5.21
Monlipora tpp. ... '06Q 1010 ')0 1610 ".0 11.1 .....
Po,itid.c 75 0 • 0 0 OJ OJ 0.'"Faviidac 3l 0 135 ,.. 18 15 'J I."
T"'bi....ri• .<pp. 0 0 0 0 0 M 0.0 0.00
o.:~p Walct GOralJ
"
153
'"
,..
"
.., 4J 1.93
TOlal SOfl Cor.l '40 '10 '75
" "
7.' 7.' ,.,
GRAND ME....NS
SU'IIIUSWIft spp. I.> 11 0."
Aigaltur( 17.t S•• t.ll
Spon&eI 0.'
"
0.11
Total Hard Coral ". ,M '"Pocilloporid.c 'J IJ 0.10
A"oporidac 5<1 '15 ".
Acrop<:ln Ipp. ". '.1
,...
MOQtipon Ipp. ,.., ,., 3.61
I'orilid.J.c 0.' '.1 0."
Flviid.J.e 'J <1 0."
Turbinari••pp. 0.7 1.1 0.17
Deep Wltct co....l. '16 7J .."
Toul Soft Coral 6.0 '.1 IJ7
Data from five pet"",,,.nt 20m intulccl!illc trlnoecu i. Cm with mean" <ovc.
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CArE T1UBVUnoN, SUMMARY, RUN·O'F [,()CAnONS, o<..btt 1"4
Tn_' , , • , _. 014.••. •
SITKU
s.,u.-.". ..
'" '"
NO .~ ~. u •.n
A'saltwf ,~ uo ,~ ,.,
'"
K' U ..~
..... 0 n 0
"
0 ••• ••• OU
TCllIJ Kaod e.".f/;
"
...
'"
.. .~ U U '.U
PwilloporiolK 0 0 0 0 0 .. .. ....
......... u 0
"
~ 0 ••• OJ OU
Acropora opp_
"
0 • .. 0 .. ••• 1.41M";pcnopp.
"
, .. , 0 .. ••• 0 ..
"-i<icIa< U
."
"
, .. ... U 1.11
F..U4ac ,
"
U , M
"
••• U
TlIfl>CoWoopp. , ., ,
" "
U U ..,
-_..... , , , , • •••
"
on
T0lIl Sot, C<nl 0 , , , 0 ••• ••• 0 ..
SITE 14Sar,_"". ... ..
"
., oM ... .U '06
......., ...
'"
..,
'" ""
170' ..
'"
""-
'"
n ..
""
u u OJ ".
T0lIl1IaId c.nI
'"
... n< ..
'"
11.4 .... '00
I'lx~ 0 •
, ,
•
"
u ....
......... n
'" '" "
w .. OJ ,.
A<fOPOI"I spp. 0 ..
" " "
•••
u ..n
M<*iponOfP· n
'" '"
, M U <0 U,
Puilidac ". 0 w ." n u .. LUFa...
"
n,
'" " "
.. U u.
T...;,u,;1 "!'P' 0> , n ~ , ... ... '.0>
0<.,. ..... coonlo
"
..
." u
, .. u ....
T~Sof,ConI , , , , , ••• ••• ...
srn: ISs..,...._ 'Fp. ,
'"
'M n, '" U., ••• ....
.....-
"
OM
'"
...
'"
.u U J.M
..... n, M
" " "
.. .. 1.71
Total Kaod c ....,
"" '"
... ru .., JU "J <OJ
Pocillopo<ida. •
, , , 0 ••• u •.W~_...
'" '" '"
M' .W ••• ••• ••
Aeropa... "!'P.
"
,
'" " "
u
"
,.~
MORllron "!'P.
." '" " '" ."
,.. .. '.n
""'ilida< ".
"
... on
." ••
,..
'.14
Favii4ar
'" "
..
'" "
,.. ,.. U.
Twbinariupp.
'" " '" "
m u ,.. ,y
Doep ......""'"
" " " "
0 J.> ,.. 0.17
TatolSl)/"lCcnJ
"
~ 0 , 0 ••• ... o.n
SITE 16SU'u,.....pp. 00'
'"
",
'" .'"
n.' ,.. us
"'1,1.1 lUrf
'"
..,
'"
'W
'"
15.0 ••• •.W
Spaa,u
" " "
, 0 ... ,. ..~,
T"tllllard CatJJ
'" '" '" '"
m ~.J H 3.4t
Potilloporidat , , .. n 0 ••• .., '.n
"'.roporidu
'" '"
,..
'" "
11.1 OJ ",
"'er"pa.. IPI'. , 0
" " " "
... 0.73
Moolipan Ipp. m ,w ,n 'n
"
••• ••• W
""'itidat
" " "
, 0 ••• ... .."
fniida.
" "
..
'" '"
U H 1.5%
T..biDarilopp. .., 0 0 n 0 ••• J.> •. W
Dtq> .....,.anh
" "
.. .. n u .., '.n
Ta<alSoI'CcnJ 0 0 0 , 0 u u ,...
SIn: 17
s."u,_ 'PI. , ,
"
,
." u u ,.n
....... lWf
"
.0> ,~
"
Oll ,., ••• 1.15
Spoo>,••
'"
."
'"
n
"
u .., U.
Ta<alllard Ccoa1
""
lUI
'"
•y,
"..
.... "J
'"PotdloparidK •
, , , , U .., '.n
~...
'"
".
'"
0" ... 1'-' .OJ ,."
...aopanopp. , ,
"
, w ... ••• •.U
MOOIipan $pp. m ". ..,
'"
no ,u I'" OJ>
""'itidao<
'" " '"
Y MI .. ... I.n
....... M' n ..
"
.. 1J OJ ,."
T..t>a.ilopp, on no ".
,.. n n, IU '.0>
Dtqo ...... coonlo
""
". on ." .u ••• u '"ToWSofIC<nl , • •
, ,
"
'.1 U.
CORAN"DIttEA."i:5
Su,U_ .pp. ,u ". '"
"'''''Iwf 16.1 U '.M_. U U t."
Taul Hard Cco. .... .... U •
l'o<illoparidK
"
OJ ."
......... .., .., L"
Aer....... opp. ••• ... 'J•
M..,e;pcnopp. u .., w
...... .. U '.M
f ...iidK U ... u.
T'-";&opp. ,., It.' ".
o.q, "lI#coonlo .. •• ..,1
T..... SaIIConi OJ U '.U
0.... t«a fi¥~ ZOIn irlocrotCt lint uans«_ iIII ... .-idl_ ~ ......
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CAPE TRIBUU.nON: SUMMARY: RUN·orr LOCAnONS: N._bo. I"S
Tra__" , , •
_.
.ld.do:v. •
SITE lJ
$d" ......... 'PI'. ".
"" '" ""
". ".. ,.. W
"lgal'lUf ". ." "" "" .."
n .• .., us
Spoog••
" "
,
"
, ... U '.H
ToW 11..0 Coral
" " '"
• ".
,.. U W
PocilJopo<id.ae , •
, , ,
••• .., ....
AOf<IpOIidJ.
" "
n , '00 .. ,.. W
"",op"'. '1'1'. ,
"
, ,
"
••• ••• •.~
Monti~.pp.
"
,., ~ • "
... •••
..~
Puj'idae ,
" "
, , ..,
••• ...
Favlioh. , ,
"
•
, .., ••• 0.1.
T..binari••pp. , ,
"
, , .., .. ..n
Deep ..ar.. corals ,
"
0 ,
"
..,
•••
....
ToW S<>f,Coral , , , , 0 ••• ••
....
SIn: l~
Sa""""", '1'1'_ ..
'" "" "" ."
••• •••
....
Algal ru:f
"" '"
000
.'" ""
".. ..,
'"Spoog••
'" "
,.. ..
'"
.... •••
1.1,
TotoJllorll eorol
'"
... ...
". no ... 11·1 4096
Podllopol'idoc , , , , , ••• ••• ....
AcrGpOfidJ. ,OS
'''' ," '" '"
10.5 •••
'"Aaopoo"pp,
'" " " '"'
, .., .. 0.91
Molllipora .pp.
" '" '"
M
'"
U ,., I.4S
Pod,idx
""
m
'" '" "
LO ,.. I.S'
F.vijdx
"
...
" " "
LO U ....
TW'bi!wi••pp.
'"
..
" " " "
... 0.7J
Deep ...., <:oAb 00 ". ..
" '"
.., ,.,
'"TotoJ Soh Coral , , , , , ••• ••• ....
SITE 15
s.." ...._ 'PI" 0 ".
"" "" ""
.., ,.. 3.19
AI,... ru:f
""
,~
'00 ••
""
U .• .., ".
Spoofes .. ..
" " '"
,.,
••• '.31
Totalllud Corol
'"
,.. m
""
on )).. 11.0 4093
pocinopotidae 0 0
" "
, .~ ••• 0."
",c"'f'OI'ida.e
'"
,U on
'"
.,., ,.. ,..
'"Acroporupp.
" " " "
"0
"
U .77
Mon'ipora '1'1" n.
'" '"
..,
"0 .., .~ 1.93
Por;li<1a<
'"
on
" '" "
,.. u '.n
F.vtida.
'" '"
, ..
"
•••
..,
'"TWbinariupp.
'" "
.. no
"
,.. ,~
'"Deep ....<corals
'" '" " " "
,.,
••• ...
ToWSof'~
"
,
"
0 ,
"
..,
'.77
SITE l6
S"'&""",,,,, '1'1"
,,,
'"" "" "" '"
..., 11.2 UI
A[,.r turf ,~
""
'"0
'" ""
I~.S .., 1.34
Spong•• 0 0 ,
" "
•••
,., '.n
TOlal Hard Corol ".
""
u,
'"
... ". .., 3.01
rocillopo,ioh. 0 0 , ,
"
"., ".. '.ll
Ae<opotiiae
'"
,U
'''' '" '"
1M ,..
..'"
A",opa'••pp. ..
" "
•
"
,., U 0.S5
MOluipora .pp.
" '"' '" '" ""
..,
••• ..n
P",l'ida< 0
"
,
'" " "
H 1.61
F.vii<\« ..
" "" " ""
•••
"
'.N
Twbinari••pp.
" '"
,
'"
0 ,.,
"
1.14
Deep ....'eonb
" " "
n
'" "
••• ..~
Tow Sol< Conol , 0 0 ,
"
.~ "., 0.31
SITE 17
S"r&4I'''''' '1'1'. 0
'" '" '" '"
U ,~ U,
Algal ,1Uf no
"" '"
no "0 11.3 ..,
'"Spon~c. ,.. on '00
'"
m u
"
I.OS
T....l Hard Cotll ,m ...
'"
on
'''''
,.. ,.,
'"Po<ilI0p0tido. 0
"
0 , 0 .~ ., ....
Aeropo'.o..e
'" '"
~, ...
'"0 1U ••• 3.10
Acroporl spp.
"
, U
"
0 •• ".. ....
Mornipora 'Pl"
'" '" '" '" ""
1'.3 ,.. 3.12
r",;,ida<
""
,OJ
'''' '"'
.. ,. ,.,
'"Faoiide<
'"
on
" " '"
•• ... 1.91
Twbinariupp_
'" '" '" "" '"
IU .S .."
De,,!, w .... c4falo ".
" " '" '"
<0 ,.. I."
T"",ISoflCor:al 0 , , •
,
••• ••• '.M
CRAND ME/.NS
S"',......... 'Pp. 15.6 ."
'"Algal,1Uf 11.9 .., us
Sponges ..,
"
O.SI
T"",llluOCorol n.' ,,~ ,."
P<><:ilJopotidae .., •• "."Ae<ap<>rodae 10.S ••• .."
"'cropo... :tpp. ,., .., '.n
MotItiporl spp. ,." .., U •
/'Ori'kb< ,., .., ...,
h.iu ... .., '.OJ
Turbinari••pp.
"
... I.~:
Deep "Ill'" <orab ,.. ... 0.16
To...l Sol, Coral .~ ".. '.18
D... from r, •• 20m int",..., line tl"3rl'«ts In an 'O';<h rneatI" _.,
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CArE TaJIUu.nON: SUM."lUl.Y: aUK-Off lOCAnoss: 101...... I",
T",~l' , , • •
_.
.....y• •
~.... u
Sor,.._",. ". ." ... .m
""
MJ U ".
...,""
'"
.. ".
'" '" "'
u "._..
"
,
" " "
.., U
' •.sf
Tocal Hord Coral
" " '" '" '"
,u U J.ll
P<>cilloporiol&c , •
, , , u u .U
A""",,,,"i4M , , n
'" '"
u
" '"Acropor• .". , ,
" " "
••• ... .."Moatlpen .pp. , , • "
m, ,.. u ,.u
1'<>r;,ioI&c ,
" " '" "
H U 1.1'
F.yUoiar n
" " " "
u u •.u
Turbilltril tW. , •
"
,
"
... ,.. 0.71
Dr<p ..ltft conIo , , , .. , ..
"
....
Tac.oI Sot, Coral , , , , , u u ....
SIn: I'
Su,.._.". •
'" '"
."
'"
17.$ ll. u,
AI.alrurt
'" '"
,so
'"
NO n.• u
'"....... ,so
" '" " " "
u us
Tac.oI HordCorIl
'" '" '"
u,
'"
n, u ....
PociIlopor idtc , , , , , u u ....
........
'" '" "
no
"
u
"
,."
Acropor• .".
" "
, n
"
.., ... ...
MOOlipon 'W'
'" '" "
u,
"
u
"
u,
....... on ..
" ". "
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